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Kangaroo Valley 
Swim Cup 2017

Yes! I was a little concerned that the 
last Tuesday of February, KV Swim Cup 
night was also the last day of Spring. As I 
write, it hasn’t stopped raining since, but 
typical of the great luck we have had over 
a decade, the night was warm and dry 
unless you were in the water.
Twenty-five teams contested another 
fabulous night of fun and frivolity 
with a thrilling final and all the usual 
pandemonium!
This year’s event incorporated our 
usual sponsors, who happily donate to 
encourage swimming in the Valley, and 
brand new sponsors, so we are very well 

2017 Champions, Team Silver Fish

2nd runners up, Team Fish and Chips

3rd runners up, Team The DJ’s

placed to continue this annual event:
• The Heavens Mountain escape
• KV Electrical
• AquaService
• Banksia Park
• Homelea cottage.
The KV Voice generously sponsored the 
Swim Cup with a $200 donation, which 
was greatly appreciated. The KV Lions 
have also undertaken to sponsor the Swim 
Cup on an ongoing basis. This is fabulous 
news for the future. I want to particularly 
thank Lorraine Mairinger for her efforts 

continued on page 2
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negotiating with council, so that the night 
progressed as usual. This was no small 
feat, and required cutting through red 
tape and pulling a few strings.
The youngest team, the Sea Snakes 
(Matan, Riley, Max and Finn), were all 
seven-year-olds, and the most mature-age 
team ,Grey Matter (Ron,Val,Garth and 
Peter), averaged 75 years.
The fastest team was Alpha Q ( Zinzan, 
Noah, Jack and Liam) - all sharing in the 
dosh!
The final was fast and furious with all 
teams touching within a hair’s breadth. 
Thanks to Suzi for providing the judges 
with video footage to confirm final 
placings.
Congratulations to this year’s champions 
Silverfish (Rosemary, Libby, Keith 
and Paul), taking out first place by 
maintaining their time through the night.
Fish & Chips (Britney, Charlotte, Jemima 
and Ashanti) came a very close second, 
with DJ’s (Daniel, Jayden, Jasper and 
Zayne) in third place.
Thanks also to our happy helpers Paul, Fi, 
Sharon, Vicki, Wendy, Cooch, Dave, Jim, 
Serge, Trish and Chris. 
As usual the ever-present Lions worked 
away quietly keeping us nourished. Thank 
you for all the great work you do, and this 
event will add approximately $500 to your 
charities.
See you all next year,   
    Alison Baker

continued from front page
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Phoebe and Georgia Szymoniczek 
have been visiting the Pioneer Village 
Museum all their lives, keeping close 
ties with their family which features 
on the family tree hung on the Rendell 
Cottage wall. Last year, they attended 
the inaugural Pioneer Village Museum 
exhibition weekend, ‘Pioneer Days’, 
and are looking forward to it again these 
school holidays. 
“My favourite things were the bullocks, 
treasure hunt and sheep-shearing by 
Gavin and playing teachers in the class 
room. I really enjoyed the children’s 
activities.” 

“I can’t wait to go again. The man with 
the bulls was good to watch and his 
grandson who used the whip. I loved 
playing school with the teacher in the old 
school house.”

Over 900 people enjoyed the weekend 
last year, so come along with family and 
friends and see this wonderful event 
that is such a credit to the museum and 
community volunteers and workers. 

Visit Pioneer Days yourself on Saturday 
22nd and Sunday 23rd April 2017 and 
see all the action. See the massive bulls 
in the bullock team, try your hand at a 
traditional saw, see a range of traditional 
skills including leather work, pottery, 

Pioneer Days

lead-light, 
stone masonry. 
There are many 
volunteers who 
still practise 
these skills and 
will be here at 
the museum to 
demonstrate. 

The Lions Club will be providing a BBQ 
sizzle to sustain you through the day. 

Pioneer Days will be educational, 
entertaining and enjoyable! Dress up 
in traditional pioneer costumes and get 
involved in the lifestyles of the pioneers 
of the 1800s. 

   Nicole Poelzl

What: Pioneer Days

Where: Kangaroo Valley Pioneer   
  Village Museum

When: 10am-4pm on Sat 22nd &  
  Sun 23rd April 2017

Cost: General admission to Museum 

     Children/Seniors: $5

     Adults: $10

     Family (2a3c): $20.
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Contributing to the Voice next month? 
Please send all content to 

thevoice@kangaroovalley.nsw.au  
or call 0429 594 659 by  

APRIL 20TH
We are always interested in 

receiving new submissions, including 
new columns and any suggestions 
about what you may like to see in 

the Voice.

Kangaroo Valley Swimming Pool
Keep cool, fit and health this summer at 
the KV swimming pool. Opening times 
below, you can also visit the website for 
more information: 
www.shoalhavenswimandfitness.com.
au/Our-Centres/Swimming-Pools/
Kangaroo-Valley-Pool

During School Terms
Monday to Friday 7am -11am  
 2pm - 6pm

Weekends 10am - 5pm 

School Holidays
Open every day 6am - 6pm

Weekends 10am - 5pm

NSW Public Holidays 1pm - 5pm

Pioneer Village Museum
Following the resignation of Alan 
Johnson and Werner Bayer, Julie Price 
and Graham Smith, both volunteers at 
the museum, have been appointed to 
the Board of Trustees which runs the 
museum.
Their applications to the Crown Lands 
Department were lodged last September, 
but the bureaucracy moves slowly. As 
Julie was to replace Alan as treasurer, the 
delay became increasingly inconvenient. 
So, at the beginning of March we asked 
Gareth Ward MP to try to expedite the 
process, and the Minister’s approval 
was forthcoming within a few days. 
We are very grateful to Gareth for his 
intervention.
The museum relies on its volunteers for 
its successful operation. If any reader 
would like to know what is involved, 
please contact me on 4465 1800.
      

Tony Barnett
Secretary 

Kangaroo Valley Pioneer Settlement 
Reserve Trust

Hello once again dear readers.

What can I say, but that its been wet.

WET WET WET!!!

Just to allay your fears and concerns, 

I understand the weather. 

I know about thunderstorms and rain 
and wind and the sun.

I LOVE the sun.

I don’t like thunderstorms.

I stay out of the rain as I don’t like to 
be wet.

Pretty much like you humans, I 
suppose.

Even on those bleakest of evenings, 
however, I stay warm

and dry.

And ready for my adoring fans. 

(Have to always look my best!)

Always available for a pat

Skeeter.

Did you know that you can keep some 
native animals as pets? Not everyone 
wants a cat or dog as a companion 
animal. In fact, some prefer reptiles, 
amphibians, mammals or birds. 
One important point to note is that no 
native animals can be caught in the wild 
to keep as pets, so even if you find an 
injured, sick or orphaned native animal, 
you are not allowed to keep it as a pet, 
but will need to contact a local wildlife 
rehabilitation group. However, some 
specific species which have been bred in 
captivity are allowed to be kept. 

For those native animals that may be kept 
as pets, you are likely to need a licence, 
which you must have before you get 
your new pet. Licences are obtained by 
applying for a Wildlife Licence from the 
NSW Government Office of Environment 
and Heritage (OEH). There are restrictions 
on the number of these pets you can 
have, and it depends on the number and 
type of animal as to the licence you are 
able to have. 

A licence is required as, apart form being 
a legal requirement, it allows the OEH to 
help protect and maintain healthy native 
populations and their ecosystems, and be 
confident that you as the pet owner have 
enough experience to safely care for the 
animal. If you are under the age of 16, 
you will require a parent or guardian to 
apply for the licence. 

Native animals as pets

You will also have record-keeping 
responsibilities as part of your licence 
conditions, and the record must be lodged 
in April of each year. 

The listing of the native animals which 
may be kept as pets is available in pdf 
form at: http://www.environment.
nsw.gov.au/resources/nature/
CurrentSpeciesList.pdf. This list is usually 
updated annually; however the 2016 list 
is current due to the Independent Review 
of Biodiversity Legislation in NSW, which 
may have an impact on the future of 
Native Animal Keeper and Companion 
Animal Keeper licences. 

There are some native birds for which 
you do not require a licence, such as 
budgerigars. The full list of exempt 
native birds are listed at: http://www.
environment.nsw.gov.au/wildlifelicences/
BirdsYouDontNeedALicenceToKeep.htm. 

The OEH recommends that people who do 
keep native animals should be in contact 
with local animal keeper groups which are 
relevant to the species of animal that you 
are interested in, so that you can learn 
or share knowledge and experiences and 
perhaps be involved in research activities. 

As with any pet or companion animal, it 
your job as its owner to make sure that 
you are legally able to keep that pet, 
look after its health and wellbeing, and of 
course to enjoy your time with it as a part 
of your family. 
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Have something to say? We would love 
to hear from you.  
All letters must be signed by the writer 
and give both business and home phone 
numbers so letters can be verified if 
necessary.
The writer’s name will be published 
with the letter.
Mail to: The Voice, PO Box 6079, 
Kangaroo Valley, 2577 Or email: 
thevoice@kangaroovalley.nsw.au

The Kangaroo Valley Voice is delivered FREE to all house and land holders  
within the mountain boundaries of the Valley

 (*Subscription to the Voice for those outside the mountain boundaries is available at a cost of $25 per year)
Our data base of addresses needs to be updated regularly so if your address is incorrect please let us know.

 Please tick the appropriate box:  I AM A NEW RESIDENT  I HAVE PURCHASED A NEW PROPERTY
   SUBSCRIPTION  CHANGE OR ALTER ADDRESS

 Your details: Name:   .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .

  Address:    .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . Post Code:  .  .  .  .  .  .  .

   Postal address:  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . 

Send to Angus Kennedy, Distribution Office, PO Box 6860 Kangaroo Valley • email to nundora2@bigpond.net.au or phone 4465 1225
If you wish to advertise or have a story to tell, please email thevoice@kangaroovalley.nsw.au

Q:  Some comments have been made about the village 
streetscape looking tired or untidy, especially when compared 
with other nearby towns such as Kiama. How could the village 
be freshened up to be more visually appealing to visitors and 
residents, eg planted tubs, footpaths, street furniture…?

Tony Barnett, KV
The geranium tubs 
were a good idea, 
but the ‘adopt-a-
pot’ maintenance 
idea has fallen 
down with many of 
them. One person 
maintaining one tub 
may not be realistic. 
And they need to 
be refilled. The KV Chamber of Tourism 
and Commerce should consider paying for 
their maintenance. On street furniture, 
there needs to be more benches. Some 
specially designed ‘Kangaroo Valley’ flags 
could be considered to decorate the main 
street.

Sue Hansel, 
Budgong
The streetscape 
is quite nice, 
but could be 
brightened up. 
Perhaps, building 
owners could 
consider how they 
could contribute 
to freshening up 
the village, as 
some buildings look ‘faded’. The flower 
tubs are a good idea but they have been 
very hard to maintain in the recent 
drought and heat. They could be replaced 
with something much better at water 
retention. Tree plantings are very good 
for beautification (I’m thinking of the 
wonderful avenue of trees in Grafton). 
The existing planting of trees along one 
side of the main road from Mt Scanzi 
Road to the Ambulance Station should be 
complemented by trees on the opposite 
side of the road. I’d also like to see a 
‘pop-up park’ with tables, chairs and 
bright umbrellas on the Red and White 
Service Station site (until it’s developed) 
to provide attractive, extra seating for 
visitors. 

Gary Moore, Upper 
River
Hopefully the 
Red and White 
Service Station 
will sooner or 
later be developed 
with commercial 
concerns that will 
look much more 
attractive than 
what’s there now. 
The Kangaroo Valley Townscape Study 
(Annette Green for Council) has heaps of 
good urban design ideas that pertain to 
the unique rural character of KV. Any new 
developments in the village should be set 
back from the road, to allow space for 
street trees, street furniture and public 
space. The two entry points to the village 
are important: it would be better if they 
were more significant than what is there 
currently, perhaps sandstone posts with 
native plantings.

Ken Novich, KV 
and Sussex Inlet 
Yes, the village 
could be tidier. 
The concept of 
the flower tubs 
is good, but the 
maintenance is 
problematic. The 
development of 
the Red and White 
Service Station site is needed before 
real progress can be made with the 
overall appearance of the village. Shops 
being open for visitors is an issue: it is 
understood that owner/retailers must 
have ‘days off’ which often means the 
shop must close, but it would be really 
good if there could be some sort of roster 
to ensure visitors are adequately catered 
for through the week. A key question is … 
who is responsible for the appearance of 
the village? There seems to be a lack of 
central direction of what’s to be done, to 
whom and how.

Lee Sharam, KV
When a decision is made about the Red 
and White Service Station it will be a 
chance for other retailers to consider a 
coordinated beautification program.
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Belinda Webster was born in Sydney, 
and grew up in Hurlstone Park and, 
later, Strathfield. There their house was 
on the Hume Highway, and when she 
had sleepovers in quiet locations the 
unaccustomed silence would keep her 
awake. (Be patient, dear reader; please 
persevere and the relevance of this will 
later become apparent.) From Sydney 
Girls’ High School, Belinda progressed 
to the University of Sydney, where she 
studied English, Australian Literature 
and Government. 
Once a week, Belinda had travelled from 
high school to Sydney Conservatorium, 
where she learned the flute, and played 
in various bands. After graduation she 
started playing it professionally with, 
amongst others, the Australian Opera (the 
Elizabethan Trust as it was originally). But 
she disliked playing in the pit, so turned 
to teaching the flute, which she did for 
some 20 years. Some of her students now 
play in top orchestras around the world. 
For several years, she also published 
a music diary, with a daily note of the 
birthdays of Australian composers, first 
performances of their works and other 
important events in Australian musical 
history. She worked on a pre-Mac Apple 
computer, with big floppy drives, screen 
with green writing and no graphics.

Charles Barton from 2MBSFM used to 
record concerts of the Macquarie Baroque 
Ensemble, with which Belinda played, and 
one day he told her she had a great voice 
for radio, and invited her to investigate 
2MBS. “So I waddled down there, as it 
was in the next suburb to where I lived”, 
and she became a presenter and later a 
producer. Through her friend Geoffrey 
Collins, she became involved in the 
recording side, “carting gear, including 
50kg tape recorders, and recording 
concerts all over Sydney. My first was in 
the new Bathurst Cathedral, where I was 
told “Plug the power cable in this hole, 
plug the microphone in that one…, and 
I wrote it all down as I’d never done it 
before”. After setting up the equipment, 
Belinda and a friend set off to find a 
decent coffee - “easier said than done 
in Bathurst in the early 1980s”. Taking a 
short-cut back, Belinda fell over a fence 
and gained a large hole in her foot which 
should have been stitched. But the show 
must go on, so she bandaged it up and 
duly recorded the concert. “I’ll never 
forget my first recording”. Knowing all 
the musicians, Belinda had no difficulty 

Belinda Webster OAM

in “getting into it”, and recorded every 
concert of the Australia Ensemble, the 
Australian Chamber Orchestra and the 
Seymour Group for some ten years.

With 2MBS, Belinda helped to put out 
a number of LPs, and later CDs. At a 
concert with Synergy Percussion, a friend 
suggested she start her own record 
company. Belinda thought it a great 
idea, but hadn’t the finance required. 
He asked how much she needed. She 
plucked a figure out of the air, and he 
said “OK. Let’s do it.” Belinda chose 
the name ‘Tall Poppies’, with the aim of 
promoting Australian musicians in need 
of a hand up. She was advised against 
it by Ted Perry, the founder of the 
independent British classical record label 
Hyperion, who recommended a classical 
name with world-wide recognition. But 
Belinda rejected his advice, and the 
name ‘Tall Poppies’ has been welcomed 
by all Australian musicians. For the first 
few years, Belinda ran the company 
from a small office in Glebe Point 
Road. “Everyone knew I was there and 
I got lots of visitors”. Every Boxing Day 
night Belinda hosted a dinner at a local 
restaurant, and every musician and 
composer she knew came. After dinner, 
they’d “fall down Glebe Point Road” to 
the office and continue there, and Belinda 
remembers “Peter Sculthorpe, drunk as 
a skunk, crawling on my office floor, Bill 
Leak, drunk as a skunk, chatting up every 
woman who happened to be available… 
so many great memories”. Since 1991, 
‘Tall Poppies’ has made almost 250 
recordings. Given that classical music 
accounts for less than 10% of recordings, 
and Australian classical music a very 
small proportion of that, Belinda has good 
reason to be proud that ‘Tall Poppies’ has 
survived for over quarter of a century.

In 1998 Belinda had produced a 
recording of David Lumsdaine’s birdsong 
in Cambewarra and, in the course of 
photographing places where he had 
recorded the birds, stayed at his friend 
Hal Wootten’s house in Green Valley Road, 
Kangaroo Valley. Belinda started spending 
weekends there, often with Geoffrey 
Tozer. Peter Wesley-Smith was planning 
to retire, from the legal academia of 
Hong Kong,to somewhere not too far from 
Sydney, and Belinda advised Peter and 
Martin not to make any decision without 
first looking at Kangaroo Valley. They duly 
obeyed, saw the ideal house at the end of 
Green Valley Road and, when it came on 
the market, bought it. Belinda accepted 
Peter’s invitation to live in the house until 
his retirement, so found herself living 
outside Sydney for the first time - “A 
city girl, who’d lived in an upstairs flat 
in Artarmon, at the railway station, for 
25 years, here I was out in the country, 
not a truck or a train in sight, at the 
end of a little dirt road. I didn’t know 
anyone. On my first night I was really 

nervous, because I was afraid of the dark. 
I thought I was totally vulnerable there. 
I woke up the next morning and it was so 
beautiful, I was never nervous again, and 
I completely lost my fear of the dark”. 
When Peter retired, Belinda house sat for 
a composer friend in the valley, and then 
moved into a cottage owned by other 
valley friends, where she remained for 
several years.

Much as Belinda loved living in the valley, 
she really missed the sort of music she’s 
interested in down here. In 2005 she 
mentioned this to Elizabeth George, 
when accompanying her to the Davis 
Cup in Sydney and, when asked what 
she could do about it, said “A festival 
would be a really nice idea”. Elizabeth 
hosted a dinner for valley folk who might 
be interested, and Kangaroo Valley Arts 
Festival (aka Arts in the Valley) was 
born. The first festival, in 2007, made 
a profit - a rare, if not unprecedented, 
achievement for an inaugural arts festival 
- and Belinda has now been the Artistic 
Director for five festivals, with her sixth, 
tenth anniversary festival, to take place 
next month.

The visual arts have also been a passion 
for Belinda. She’s always drawn and 
painted, and now greatly enjoys twice-
weekly drawing classes. And, when she 
moved to the valley, she had time to 
resume photography, and exhibited her 
photographs at the local Bock Gallery. In 
recent years she’s co-ordinated the art 
exhibitions at Jing Jo’s. She determined 
that covers for Tall Poppies CDs would 
promote Australian art: David Boyd 
provided the picture for the first CD, 
Bill Leak has provided many, and Russell 
Drysdale’s and Fred Williams’ pictures 
appear on others.

Belinda’s services to the music industry 
have received recognition by two notable 
awards - the first, in the early 1990s, 
a Medal of the Order of Australia, and 
the second, in 2011, the Don Banks 
Music Award, Australia’s most valuable 
individual music prize.

Tony Barnett

Belinda and Mim’s painting
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@ The ARTSLAB Upper River Hall

INFO & BOOKINGS: www.artslab.com.au
UPPER RIVER HALL | 1009 UPPER KANGAROO RIVER ROAD | KANGAROO VALLEY

 WHITELEY documentary
with special guest Wendy Whiteley to introduce the film
Join us and Wendy Whiteley at this exclusive preview screening — a visual 
journey into the life and legacy of one of Australia’s most celebrated artists.

Bookings essential: $15/$10 conc. Drinks & snacks for sale (cash only)

 THE WAY OF ALL FISH theatre
A black comedy power play with a twist
by Elaine May
with Jilly O’Dowd & Sarah Butler
Tickets include finger food & drinks
Three shows only! Bookings essential: $40 / $25 (under 18s)

SUNDAY  
23 APRIL 1:30PM

SAT 20 MAY 6PM
SAT 27 MAY 6PM
SUN 28 MAY 1PM

Brett Whiteley is an Australian cultural 
icon. Nearly a quarter of a century after 
his death, there has never been anyone 
like him in the history of Australian art. 
His brief dazzling life was as erratic, 
combustible and preposterous as it 
was tragic. This new, raw and intimate 
film, through archive, drama and 
visual effects, documents and reveals 
Whiteley’s driving passion to express 
himself through his art.
Following its world premier at the St 
George Open Air Cinema on Sydney 
Harbour and before it hits the cinemas in 
May, the new documentary ‘WHITELEY’ 
will be screening at The ARTSLAB 
Kangaroo Valley on Sunday 23 April at 
1.30pm. If that is not exciting enough, 
the late artist’s wife and muse Wendy 
Whiteley will be at Upper River Hall to 
introduce the film. Bookings are essential 
for this event. See advertisement below 
for details  

Whiteley established a productive and 
credible artistic vortex around which 
much of our 70s and 80s sense of self-
worth as an aggressively creative nation 
emerged. His hedonistic adventures 
veered well beyond simply being a 
painter, as he earnestly attempted 
to create a legacy for himself by 
amalgamating his sometimes exceptional 
work with his often less than exceptional life.

Whiteley was full of incongruities and 
contradictions: the pure artist who knew 
his art history backwards but would cry 
when one of his own favourite paintings 
was sold to a stranger; the volatile 
egotist who could be destroyed by the 
smallest criticism but who was fearless 
in painting-large the most intimate of 
his inadequacies; and the showman 
entrepreneur who would put on full-
tilt glitz and tinsel openings even as he 
complained about his work not being 
taken seriously.

Despite the tabloid headlines, Whiteley’s 
life as an artist was defined by a vigorous 
work ethic, an exhaustive commitment 
to study the work of others, and a 
willingness to take risks in his own work. 
In the end, and despite his inglorious 
demise, Whiteley was able to manifest an 
outstanding body of work that elevated 
him beyond his notoriety into the 
international echelons of pre-eminent 
modern artists. 

This superbly crafted documentary by 
James Bogle records Whiteley’s life and 
artistic process, and gives us an insight 
into Australia’s cultural and artistic 
history. It also underlines the importance 
of nurturing and supporting all young 
artists who reflect upon and enrich 
Australian culture. Not to be missed!

The ARTS LAB will be back in May with 
more homegrown theatre with Jilly 
O’Dowd and Sarah Butler. If you liked 
Tempting Morsels in 2015, you will love 
The Way Of All Fish – once again bringing 
wit, wine and culinary wonder to the 
stage of the Upper River Hall. The Way Of 
All Fish is a slick comedy power play with 
a twist. Forget the ‘Ladies who Lunch’. 
These two ambitious characters invite you 
to their hilarious ‘Telling Table for Two’. 
More details in the May Valley Voice.

      
   Sarah Butler

Whiteley at The ARTS LAB
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Sharmans Rural Contracting

Geoff Sharman
0409 289 122

Tania Sharman
0409 289 1234465 1177

Arts in the Valley

It is now just over a month to the next 
festival! Single tickets for the tenth 
anniversary Kangaroo Valley Arts Festival, 
‘Highly Strung’, are now on sale.
Five harps, a quintet of Japanese kotos, 
and the more traditional Goldner String 
Quartet are at the core of the ‘highly 
strung’ offering this year. Adding to the 
mix will be a soprano, an accordion-
player, as well as a world premiere of a 
piece by well-known composer Andrew 
Ford, with Ian Munro at the piano.
The Hausmusik concerts offer the perfect 
setting for instruments like the koto and 
harp, which are best appreciated in this 
intimate setting. 
Hausmusik concerts will be held at 
private houses Alcheringa, Serenata and 
Wollanderri. The last of these is a house 
new to the festival and is in a delightful 
setting overlooking Lake Yarrunga and 
Kangaroo River. Owner Andrew Goy has 
kindly agreed to allow visitors to arrive up 
to an hour and a half before the concert 
to walk around the property and down 
to the river. Cathie Travers (accordion), 
and Annette Tesoriero (soprano) will 
be playing there. The accordion is not 
a standard concert instrument and did 
indeed start life in folk music, though 
composers such as Tchaikovsky, Hindemith 

5th to 7th May 2017

and Charles Ives also composed for it. 
More recently we have become familiar 
with the Argentine bandoneon, which 
is a close relative of the accordion. 
Cathie’s program for the Sunday concert 
will include music by Piazzola, Chopin, 
The Penguin Café Orchestra and her own 
compositions.
Sculpture in the Valley
We are also delighted to let you know 
that Sculpture in the Valley will be 
opened by Richard Glover, the well-known 
columnist and popular presenter of ABC 
Radio’s Drive program. The opening of 
Sculpture in the Valley and announcement 
of the winners ($12,000 for the outdoor 
and $7,000 for the indoor winner) will 
take place at 11am on Saturday 6th May 
2017 at Cedar Grove, 189 Jarretts Lane 
Kangaroo Valley.
You can have your say by entering your 
vote for the People’s Choice prizes of 
$3,000 each for Indoor and Outdoor 
works.
We hope as many as possible will join 
us and admire both the beautiful view 
and the sculptures which will be dotted 
around the landscape. Bring your picnic 
lunch!
There will be a café and musical 
entertainment.
Sculptures, especially in the right setting, 
are very photogenic. The Photographic 
Competition is open for all to enter during 
the exhibition.  
Award-winning sculptor Ulan Murray and 

2013 Sculpture in the Valley People’s 
Choice winner will again be exhibiting 
in the 2017 exhibition, along with noted 
sculptors Chris Hodges (2015 Sculpture in 
the Valley prize-winner) Denese Oates, 
David Ball, Al Phemister, Phlyssa Koshland, 
Patricia Lawrence, Harrie Fasher and 
many more.
Smaller scale and more affordable Indoor 
sculptures will be exhibited in the Secret 
and Whispers Cedar Grove Gallery.
All sculptures are available for purchase 
on site.
This will be a great weekend of sculpture 
created by diverse, talented and award 
winning artists.
We are hoping for a large attendance 
and a great harvest of entries for the 
photographic competition!
      
Nick Minogue Belinda Webster 
President Artistic Director
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John Kambas Lawyer

JFK Legal

Specialising in   Wills & Probate
   Disputed Wills 
   Personal Injury Law
   Car Accidents

Contact JFK Legal:
 email:  jfklegal1@gmail.com 
 phone:  02 9665 4846

Mobile Legal Service in the Valley

Hi, I’m John Kambas, the man behind 
JFK legal. I have been a lawyer for 30 
years  specialising in Wills , Disputed 
Wills and Probate & Personal Injury 
Law, working in Sydney for both sides - 
namely the insurance company and for 
injured people. 
I have run many cases ranging from small 
claims to major claims up to $10M in the 
Supreme Court. 
I recently started my own mobile 
practice, JFK Legal. 
I am a local in Kangaroo Valley and 
together with my wife, Penny, and our 
three children bought a property in the 
valley 12 years ago.
We  come down on a regular basis and 
love to enjoy the natural surrounds and 
bush setting. A great escape from city 
life, we love everything about the valley 
and what it has to offer. We believe the 
move here is the best thing we did as it 
has really brought us together as a family. 
Together we have planted many citrus, 

olive and fig trees and have three 
beehives on the property.
We have embraced life on the land and 
enjoy the people.The locals are friendly 
and the generosity of our neighbours is 
amazing. One of them came for two days 
and helped us put up an electric fence. 
Another came and cut down a large fallen 
tree that was blocking my driveway. He 
saw it, came back, cut it and cleared it so 
that when we came down we would have 
access.  
No one does that in Sydney!
In Sydney we ask the question: who is my 
neighbour? and the answer is unknown 
because people are too busy in the rat 
race. Here in the Valley we know our 
neighbours because we help each other 
and we make the time to socialise. This 
is one of the things we love about the 
valley, and with the kids getting older we 
plan to spend more time here.
With my business, JFK Legal, I am now 
offering the valley a Mobile Legal service 

where I will come to you. I will also 
happily do your case on a No Win No Fee 
basis.
I understand that your claim is important 
to you and I take every case personally.  
I will get you the best result.
I was a former 1st grade NRL player in the 
1980s who played for Parramatta, Souths 
and the Sharks. I know what it takes to 
win. 

“all the way with JFK”

JFK
LEGAL
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KV Scouts get involved in 
the Valley and beyond
February and March this year have seen 
the 1st Kangaroo Valley Cub-Scouts 
involved in a few activities. The Kangaroo 
Valley Show allowed the older kids 
to practise their aim with their lolly-
throwing bush catapult featuring in the 
Grand Parade on the Saturday, much 
to the delight of a horde of following 
children.

The scouts have started an association 
with Brogers Creek Landcare this year, 
with scouts meeting with the group once 
a month to assist in various regeneration 
projects in the Valley. Despite the leeches 
at the February site, the kids worked 
alongside some very knowledgeable and 
‘rad’ people and picked up a few bush 
regenerating skills to boot.

The beginning of March saw five brave 
scouts deal with very wet conditions for 
‘Clean-up Australia Day’ activities along 
Mt Scanzi Road. This was much to the 
delight of the regular Valleyites who do 
this run. It was finished in double-quick 
time and the kids retired to a local café 
for a well-deserved hot chocolate!

Finally, with an unusual break in the wet 
period in March, they managed a mid-
month two-night camp in Morton National 
Park. They ventured into the wildness 
area south of Nerriga, with camping under 
huge sandstone overhangs and exploring 
the caves of the Corang Plateau as real 
highlights.

ANZAC News

ANZAC Day is Tuesday 25th April. 
The march will leave from Osborne Park 
at 10am and proceed to the Memorial 
for the Commemorative Service. Moss 
Vale Road will be closed to traffic, both 
before Osborne Park and the School, 
from 9.50am until 11.10am.

Following the service the Family Day at 
the Hall will feature a delicious sausage 
sizzle, courtesy of the Lions Club, 
and morning tea complete with Anzac 
biscuits.

There will be free drinks for the 
children who have participated in the 
march and service. Thank you to Peter 
Thompson from the Friendly Inn.

The prizes for the students who will 
have worked hard with their entries 
in the poster and essay competitions 
will be awarded and the James Bray 
Memorial Shield presented. The artwork 
will be on display in the Hall. Thank 
you to Jacqui Lenz for this facility.

Both adults and children are welcome 
to march and should assemble at 
Osborne Park no later than 9am.

The parade will be led 
by Capt Tony Aldred 
RAN and the catafalque 
party supplied by 
‘Albatross’. We are 
hopeful for a fly-over 
from the RAAF or RAN 
aviators. 

If you wish to lay a wreath during the 
service, please deliver it to Gayle 
Harvey at the podium adjacent to the 
Memorial, no later than 9am. This is 
very important as the floral tributes 
need to be listed and placed in front of 
the Memorial fence, and the list given 
to the MC, Derek Lucas, before the 
start of the event. Then  the names will 
be called in order by the MC. Programs 
and rosemary will be available at the 
Memorial site and Osborne Park.

As in previous years, the young 
people of Kangaroo Valley will play an 
important and significant role in the 
service and we look forward to your 
support for this event.

The students participating are as 
follows:

Flag Bearers:  
James Paterson, Evan Larkins & Owen 
Walters
4 Wreath layers/helpers:  
Molly Jones, Phoebe Szymoniczek, 
Atalya Schwegler and Alexia Georgiou-
Anderson
2 School Wreath layers:  
Harmony Barker & Giacomo 
Delmenico
1 Red Cross Wreath layer:  
Makyla Paddick
Ode: Jackson Poelzl
Sir: Tiana Kelly

Please direct all queries about wreaths 
to Gayle Harvey on 
0418 588 819 and 
general enquiries to 
Joan Bray on 4465 1851 
or Derek Lucas on  
4465 1583.

   
 

Joan Bray

Scouts (10½-15 years) meet on Monday 
nights during school term from 7pm at 
KVPS. For more information contact me 
on 0149 909 707.

Nicholas Carlile

KV Scouts with their rubbish haul KV Show Scouts on the trailer
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Seren Johnson, our Youth of the Year 
contestant, recently won the Public 
Speaking part of the regional final. Whilst 
Seren will not progress to the next level, 
she fought hard against many contestants 
who were senior to herself and will be a 
force to reckon with at the next quest.  
Your parents and the club are proud of 
what you have achieved.

Of course the Kangaroo Valley Cup was 
held later in February (after the cut-off 
date), but the event went well and credit 
is due to Alison Baker for her efforts in 
continuing the legendary event. Your 
local Lions were on hand to feed those 
who needed a recharge. 

The club has held their annual elections 
for the new board of directors. There has 
been little change, and all are excited 
about the new year which will start in 
July. We all wish them well in their roles 
and trust that they will find it rewarding.

On the April agenda there are two major 
activities. The first is the “Zone Picnic” 
which is annually held in Moss Vale. It 
is an opportunity for your local club to 
work with the other clubs in our zone 
in providing a fun day to those who are 
in group homes in the local area. We all 
have a great day.  

The second is returning to the Pioneer 
Village Museum for Pioneer Days, when 
again your local locals will be cooking 
up a feast. We are very much looking 
forward to supporting the museum and 
the organising team in this great event.

   

Helen Mairinger

KV Swim Cup

©Osteopathy Australia 2017 

For more information or to find out 
how osteopathy may help you contact 
Sally on 0419 494 027 or sally@
familyosteopathy.com. Book online at 
www.familyosteopathy.com.

Osteopathy is a form of manual 
healthcare which recognises the 
important link between the structure 
of the body and the way it functions. 
Osteopaths focus on how the skeleton, 
joints, muscles, nerves, circulation, 
connective tissue and internal organs 
function as a holistic unit.
Using skilled evaluation, diagnosis and 
a wide range of hands-on techniques, 
osteopaths can identify important types 
of dysfunction in your body. Osteopathic 
treatment uses techniques such as 
stretching and massage for general 
treatment of the soft tissues (muscles, 
tendons and ligaments) ,along with 
mobilisation of specific joints and soft 
tissues.

In Australia, osteopaths are government-
registered practitioners who complete a 
minimum of five years’ university training 
in anatomy, physiology, pathology, 
general medical diagnosis and osteopathic 
techniques.

Osteopaths are primary healthcare 
practitioners and are trained to recognise 

  16-22 April  
Osteopathy Awareness Week 

conditions that require medical referral. 
They are also trained to perform 
standard medical examinations of 
the musculoskeletal, cardiovascular, 
respiratory and nervous systems.

Osteopathy is covered by most private 
health funds and by Medicare’s Chronic 
Disease Management (CDM) Plans. 
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I have read back through my last few 
years’ worth of garden articles in the 
Voice and realise that my February 
article for the Show, that I write in 
January, often discusses dry conditions 
in the garden, and then about the time 
the article comes out it’s bucketing rain 
because it’s the Show. This year is no 
different. 
We have had a terrible time in our own 
garden, let alone our clients’, ensuring 
adequate drainage and that plants are 
properly cared for. It might surprise you 
but the vast majority of plants do not like 
growing in water-logged soil. For those 
of you who read last year’s articles on 
permaculture principles, I wrote at length 
about ‘slow and small solutions’. When it 
is raining, we tend to run inside and put 
the kettle on. I would suggest that you 
spend 10-15 minutes walking around your 
property to see what actually happens 
when it pours with rain. This will aid you 
in preparing for the next deep south coast 
low that saturates us. This helps your 
garden no end.

The unbeatable snow pea 

So, so easy to grow. You can buy them 
as seedlings but why would you? They 
grow so well from seed and there are a 
lot of seeds in a packet. Now is the time 
to get them in the ground as they are an 
autumn and early winter crop. We love to 
grow them, not just for us, but the kids 
love to go out there and just sit there 
and munch on them. They love a good 
well-composted soil to grow in, and tend 

to perform poorly if planted in just soil. 
So we plant them under our dying tomato 
plants, as we already have the trellis 
set up and the snow pea tendrils love 
grabbing and climbing up the dead tomato 
vine. A word of warning, though: they do 
form a lot of peas, so it is best to space 
your plantings out over several weeks 
(another good reason to grow them from 
seed). The trellis that you use should be 
strong enough to hold the plant up (we 
use leftover reo). Another consideration 
that we don’t think about this time of the 
year is wind. The soft plant breaks easily 
in those strong westerly winds that we 
get over winter, so a nice protected spot 
is a must.

Water Lilies and Lotus
Aren’t they the same? Well, when you 
look at a picture of them they certainly 
look very similar. The big difference is 
that the Lotus flower rises out of the 
water, as does its leaves. This tends 
to make the Lotus look a little more 
spectacular. There are hundreds of 
varieties available, with size and colour 
options. Our local nursery does stock 

many different lovely colours. Some 
specialist varieties, though, need to be 
mail ordered from specialist growers. The 
two different varieties are tropical and 
cool temperate. Our climate suits the 
varieties that are from China, as later 
winter water temperatures tend to get 
very cold. A good old Water Lily  variety 
is Nyphaea ‘Glory du Temple sur Lot’. 
It is recommended that you put a good 
compost in the base of a plastic pot and 
then some heavy soil (mainly clay based) 
on top of that for the plant to grow 
in. Add a bit of gravel over the top to 
prevent the soil from escaping. Neither 
plant will not grow in running water, so 
they are therefore not a real threat as an 
escapee weed. Earth bottom dams suit 
best as the plant can send roots out and 
spread, giving a better flower show.
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Kangaroo Valley Preschool is a 
community preschool. It is administered 
by a committee of local volunteers 
who generously donate their time. The 
preschool annual general meeting was 
held on Monday 20th March and our 
committee for 2017 was elected. 
Our executive committee members this 
year are 

Sara Castillo-Rodriguez – President, Kate 
Hole - Vice President, Karen Grundy – 
Treasurer, Nell Unger – Secretary 

Sally Thompson-Cox, Dalys Hargreaves 
and Tabitha Hawthorne will stand as 
regular committee members.

Congratulations and thank you to you all. 
Without volunteers for these jobs the 
preschool could not exist.

The reason for the preschool’s existence 
is to provide a quality early childhood 
education program to the children of 
Kangaroo Valley. The children may not 
realise they are learning while they are 
having fun exploring the planned learning 
experiences, but they are. A preschool 
program is a bit like recipes with hidden 
vegetables – good for you and delicious 
too! 

Young children learn about how things 
work by interacting directly with their 
environment. They need to see, touch, 
hear and move as they explore. They then 
process the information they gain through 
their senses and through interactions with 
others. 

The rain has provided some lovely puddles 
and a very damp sand pit to explore. 
The children have delighted in their 
engineering play, making rivers through 
the sand and creating roads as well as 
simply experimenting and working out 
how water can move. The educators 
extend thinking and play ideas by posing 
questions that the children may follow – 
what do you think would happen if you 
dropped a pebble into the puddle? 

Our artists have been busy exploring 
colour, texture and design as giant 
artworks on the easels have been created. 
The children have also embellished black 
and white photo portraits of themselves 
using pastels and water paint – an art 
experience inspired by some Brett 
Whiteley and Andy Warhol designs. Our 
portrait gallery is amazing!

Music is always an important part of 
the preschool day. As well as lots of 
singing and dancing, the children have 
been exploring sound through musical 
instruments, as well as looking at music 
books to discover musical notation.

The weather has certainly been very wet 
– but it has not dampened the children’s 
thirst for learning.

    Jacinta Perry

Portrait painting

Reading our KV Show book

That’s me at the Show!

Making wavesExploring muddy puddlesHow to clean a muddy rollerCan I bury a truck

Men at work Time for a wash! Music Portrait artist
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Dear Ada
I am very concerned for my neighbours’ 
children (aged 11 and 13) who are 
overweight and seemingly are getting 
bigger by the day. Their parents are 
lovely people and demonstrably love 
their children, but often spoil them 
with ‘treats’ like meals out to fast food 
outlets. It’s hard to watch this happening 
and while I have an easy relationship with 
the parents should I say something? 
      
   Not the Hunger Games 

Dear Concerned Neighbour
Your are right to be concerned about 
the steady gain of weight of these young 
children. Obesity is a consequence of 
the way we live our modern lives, and it 
certainly isn’t good for our society as the 
health costs soar. Apart from the children 
being uncomfortable, it must reduce 
their confidence and ability to take part 
in many activities. But what to do about 
it such a sensitive issue when the new 
‘ideal’ weight is beyond what is healthy.
Since you have a good relationship with 
your neighbours, perhaps you could 
pick an opportune moment to mention 
that the children have put on weight 
and might feel more energetic with a 
different diet. If the parents become 
defensive or offended it would be best 
to drop the conversation as, really, you 
are stepping outside an accepted field of 
discussion.
     

Ada

Dear Ada
My husband’s job takes him overseas for 
a few weeks, three or four times a year. 
I’m worried that there must be something 
wrong with me and our relationship, 
because I love it when he’s away! My 
friends feel sorry for me when he’s gone, 
so I don’t say much to them as I’m too 
embarrassed to tell them I’m enjoying 
myself.
I’m concerned my attitude is 
inappropriate and that I’m somehow 
putting our relationship at risk?
What do you think, Ada?

Dear Happy Alone

I’d just like to ask if you also love it 
when your husband comes home, and if 
you both treasure the time you spend 
together?  Strong relationships generally 
mean that each partner is at ease when 
they are together AND apart. However, 
if your answer to my question is that 
you really don’t want him around, that 
would certainly indicate an issue in your 
relationship around which you may choose 
to consider having some counselling.  

Some relationships flourish in situations 
such as yours. Time spent apart can 
enrich the times spent together 
and, when people appreciate their 
independence, (and rightly or wrongly, 
that’s not something everyone looks 
for in a relationship), long distance 
relationships can work well. Independent 
individuals enjoy the freedom and time 
they spend alone, and find they are 
able to do things which may be more 
difficult when their partner is around, 
such as taking pleasure in spending lots 
of time with family and friends or taking 
part in interests that hold no appeal for 
the person with whom they are in the 
relationship. Enjoying time alone sounds 
preferable to feeling sad, lonely and 
unable to cope without one’s partner, 
don’t you think? 

Have you ever thought that there may 
come a time when you might miss your 
husband when he’s away? It can happen 
but, if you’re happy in your work, 
enjoying your interests and your own 
company which it seems you are, it’s 
likely that you’d take this in your stride 
and just get on with life. 

If you and your husband are cherishing 
your time together as well as finding your 
time apart satisfying, it sounds like the 
life you are living is suiting you both and 
your relationship right now. 

However, be prepared for plenty of 
discussion and compromise when your 
husband no longer takes regular trips 
away and is instead at home all the time!

Many thanks for your letter.

All the best,    
      
 Ada

Everyone loves a good garage 
sale. Let us know when you’re 
planning yours so we can help 
you can make the most of all that 
effort!

1/8 ad (the size 
of this notice) is 
just $40.

Email the Voice at  
thevoice@kangaroovalley.nsw.au
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Bushwalking Schedule 2017
Sunday 23rd April  
Wombat Hill Lookout (Morton NP)
Sunday 21st May  
Barren Grounds Nature Reserve
Sunday 18th June  
Hindmarsh Ridge (Budderoo NP)
Sunday 16th July  
Bundanoon 
Sunday 20th August  
Griffith’s Trail
Sunday 17th September 
Tallowa Dam 3 Views
Sunday 15th October 
Kiama to Minnamurra Coast Walk
Sunday 19th November 
Mt Bushwalker

Unfortunately, there’s no walk report 
this month, because we cancelled the 
planned March walk following what 
seemed like very biblical rain over 40 
days and 40 nights.
So, here’s a mini description of the walk, 
which we will now do in April, on Sunday 
23rd.

The walk is to Wombat Hill Lookout, and 
the undulating track is along a ridge and 
escarpment that has several stunning 
views across extensive wilderness 
back towards the Kangaroo River, Lake 
Yarrunga and Mt Carrialoo. The walk’s 
about 10km return, taking about 4-5 hours 
(including breaks), through tall woodland 
and also some heath, with scattered 
wildflowers and fungi. For those with 
a little extra energy, on the return leg 
there’s an optional 2km return extension 
to another lookout. The walk is in State 
Forest, and once we (Fran and I, on our 
recce) had gone a short way we saw no 
one the whole day. The walk is generally 
easy with some easy-medium sections of 
slope that will be easier with a good tread 
on your boots/shoes.

We started a new year of Crossroads, 
our after-school kids club on Mondays 
from 3.15pm, with a special ‘Bring Your 
Dog’ event. We also invited a guest 
dog, Pepper, along with her owner Win 
Palmer. A delightful afternoon was had 
by all dogs and their young handlers 
too.   

This month at church we’ve had a few 
special guests. Craig Ballinger worked at 
Glengarry Campus in 2007 as a teacher 
and chaplain. Craig is now heading off to 
a country in South-East Asia to live in a 
remote rural village as a worker in a guest 
house run by a Christian organisation. He 
will also be helping and encouraging the 
Christians in this village to grow in their 
knowledge and trust in Jesus. Craig spoke 
to us on March 19 about this upcoming 
move. 
On Sunday March 5 Andrew Palmer (son of 
Win) spoke to both congregations about 
the work of God in other parts of South-
East Asia. Andrew is the NSW overseas 
mission director of the Baptist Society. He 
supports the overseas Christian workers 
whom the church sends out. He spoke 
to us about how God is changing lives in 
South-East Asia. 
In other news, our Cuppas n’ Kids group 
(for mums, dads and carers with their 
pre-school kids) continues to meet on 
Tuesdays in our hall from 9.15am to 
11.30am. Some folk from church have 
been arranging special morning teas twice 
a term for the group as a way to show 
support for all the hard work mums, dads 
and carers do in the care of their kids.  
You are all welcome to attend our 
Easter services coming up. God hopes 
that everyone gets to hear his good 
news about Jesus. The Bible says in 1 
Thessalonians 4:14:  ‘We believe that 
Jesus died and was raised to life. We 
also believe that when God brings Jesus 
back again, he will bring with him all 
who had faith in Jesus before they died’. 
Our Easter services will be at 8.30am 
on Good Friday (April 14), and then at 
8.30am (traditional service) and 10am 
(contemporary service) on Sunday April 
16. Hope you can make it! We’ll have 
some activities for kids after the 10am 
Sunday service. 
Warm regards,     
   Andrew Paterson

Giacomo Delmenico with Toby the dog

Ornithologists listen up: the bird list 
includes Beautiful Firetail, Spotted 
Pardalote, White-throated Treecreeper, 
White-eared Honeyeater, Crescent 
Honeyeater, Buff-rumped Thornbill, 
Rufous Whistler, Rockwarbler, and Striated 
Thornbill.

It’s a wonderful walk which is great for 
the spirits as well as the body, so if you 
are a bushwalker you’ll want a very good 
reason not to be joining us!

If you would like to know more about our 
bushwalks, please contact Fran Pritchard 
on 4465 1599.

    Chris Pryor

Lake Yurrunga

Mt Scanzi
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Rajasthan
India is a country that has long attracted 
me, and I have been lucky enough 
to visit it several times. This time 
we confined ourselves to Rajasthan, 
the largest and probably the most 
economically backward state in the 
country, stretching west of Delhi to the 
Great Thar desert. 
The name Rajasthan means ‘land of 
the kings’, in this case the Rajputs or 
rajahs, the warrior caste who fought 
constant battles on their elephants and 
camels, stealing the wealth of those 
they conquered and building enormous 
palaces with their gains. Those legendary 
palaces and forts of Indian imagery are 
everywhere in Rajasthan, some in states 
of negligent decay, mere shells, and 
others partly converted into hotels by 
their Maharajah owners, no longer able to 
afford their upkeep in any other way. 

Six of us, who have all travelled together 
to India before, hired a van and driver, 
plotted our itinerary and set off on a four 
week circuit of the state, spending at 
least two or three nights at each stop and 
visiting many places off the beaten track.

We knew what to expect. India assaults 
the senses; often said, but so true. No 
matter how many times you’ve visited 
you’re jolted into constant awareness 
of and contact with all around you. You 
are constantly assailed by blaring horns 
and shouting vendors, confronted by 
piles of garbage, surrounded by people 
and animals, and by colour, completely 
enveloped in the apparent chaos and 

craziness of it all, and you know you are 
alive. Not for everyone, but I find the 
vibrancy of India electrifying.

Despite all the clamour of countless 
motorbikes, chugging, clattering old 
trucks and constantly ringing mobiles, 
Rajasthan still moves to the gentler, 
traditional pace of plodding camels, 
shepherds herding enormous flocks of 
goats and sheep along the main roads, 
water buffalo and camels being driven 
round and round in circles, turning water 
wheels or grinding stones for flour, men 
cutting those huge grinding stones by 
hand and women harvesting the wheat 
fields, also by hand. It is a world within 
a world. Everywhere in India it is the 
colour that excites you, but in Rajasthan 

the turbans and saris seem more vibrant, 
more full of sparkle and glitter, reflecting 
the brilliant sunshine. There is nothing 
subtle about colour here.

We made our way through the northern 
Shekhawati district, once the home of 
rich merchants who built magnificent, 
multi-courtyard homes, called havelis, 
to house their families and impress their 
neighbours with richly, intricately painted 
and decorated walls. Here, as in the 
palaces, the women led separate lives, 
seldom leaving the coolness and comfort 
of the haveli.

By the time we were in the westernmost 
part of the state we were in true 
desert country. But even here there 
were fields of wheat, millet and canola 
being irrigated from deep wells; it was 
amazing to be seeing nothing but sand 
one minute and crops growing directly 
from it the next. For me, this was the 
highlight of our trip to Rajasthan. It is 
still the land of the camel; they were 
everywhere, pulling vastly overloaded 
carts along the roads, being herded or 
grazing in the mulga-like countryside, and 
at this time of year majestically taking 
part in the Desert Festival at Jaisalmer, 
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a festival organised by the government 
to attract tourists, but mostly full of 
Indians just the same. We joined the 
thousands, many of them domestic 
tourists, but mostly locals, streaming 
into the parade grounds for a mixture 
of Edinburgh Tattoo (on camels), the KV 
show and a school athletics carnival. The 
highlight was the Tattoo itself, with 25 
magnificently decorated camels, ridden 
by equally gloriously attired and proud 
riders, performing intricate manoeuvres 
and formations whilst accompanied by 
an impressive mounted band. There was 
also a lumbering game of camel polo, as 
well as a camel-decorating contest. KV’s 
talent quest, or Miss Showgirl of former 
times, became the ‘Mr. Desert’ contest, 
where the size of a moustache, as well as 
the richness of the camel’s decorations, 
seemed to be the deciding factor, and 
the ironman contest was replaced by a 
Rajasthani version, where the women had 
to race to full water jugs, pick one up and 
run with it on their heads to the finish 
line. All these events were representative 
of life in the desert, but for me, the 
whole day was about the camels.

The festival finished with the camel 
races, held on the dunes about 30km out 
of town. Again attended by thousands, 
I saw little of the races other than a 
cloud of dust, but Chris and some of the 
others, mounted on camels, had a bird’s 
eye view. It was the sheer fun of what 
happened after that I so enjoyed. The 
huge crowds, a riot of colour in brilliant 
saris and turbans, just spilled over the 
dunes, picnicking, sitting in family groups 
or with friends, wandering around, buying 
snacks from stalls along the road, and 
through it all cantered dozens of camels, 
being ridden by teenage boys having the 
time of their lives. Everyone was having 
so much fun; I felt I was in the middle of 
an Indian Brueghel painting, truly part of 
a real Indian festival.

This was not the only festival we 
encountered in Rajasthan. February is 
wedding month, and every day we saw 
and heard countless weddings. They go on 
for days, as does the noise, with amplified 
music, cymbals, and fireworks continuing 
through the night. We didn’t only observe 
from a distance; twice as we wandered 
through villages, we were caught up 
in them, welcomed, dragged into the 
dancing, encircled by arm-waving, body-
twisting women, hugged, cheered and 
surrounded by laughter, ours as well as 
theirs. This exemplified the friendliness 
and gentle hospitality we were shown 
everywhere.

This gentleness somehow found its way 
into the anything but gentle traffic scene. 
Tiny streets in towns and villages become 
gridlocked with hundreds of motorbikes, 
tuk-tuks, camel carts, wandering and 
sleeping cows and dogs, and throngs of 
pedestrians all squeezing unconcernedly 

past each other, each at his own pace, 
when to us it seemed as though they 
all must be putting their lives at risk. 
It was only when a beloved motorbike 
was scratched (rarely) that anything 
resembling road rage occurred.

Our accommodation ranged from 
desert tents to Maharajahs’ palaces, 
with everything in between. In one 
such palace, on the edge of the lake 
at Udaipur, we spent many relaxing 
hours on the elegant rooftop terrace, 
gazing over the lake at the legendary 
palace in its middle or dining under the 
stars. At another we spent a pleasant 
hour discussing current affairs with the 
incumbent Maharajah. In western terms, 
such accommodation is not expensive.

History, culture, art; it is all around you in 
Rajasthan. As is the wildlife, particularly 
the birds. In one small sanctuary we 
were present for the annual migration of 
cranes from Mongolia; thousands upon 
thousands of birds came swooping down 
in V formation, like squadrons of fighter 
planes, circling lower and lower until 
they landed right in front of us. That 
was the most dramatic sighting, but we 
saw hundreds of varieties of birds resting 
in the waterholes. We went on several 
safaris, bouncing in jeeps over desert 
or jungle tracks in search of tigers and 
leopards. The closest we saw to a tiger 

Palace hotel

was its recent paw marks along the track, 
but we saw plenty of leopards. Safaris 
in India involve lots of silent sitting and 
watching, but the excitement of seeing 
a leopard crest a rocky hill silhouetted 
against the setting sun, or a mother 
creep out from a cave with her cubs, 
makes it all worth while. We also saw 
many varieties of antelope, jackals and 
crocodiles.

India has its blaring inequities, 
particularly the gap between rich and 
poor, educated and uneducated. We saw 
both, but outside the large cities the 
poverty seemed not as great as we have 
observed in the past. 

The quiet moments are the ones that will 
live with me after the clamour of India 
has faded away: a flimsy veil of muslin 
sari pulled down over a shy girl’s face, the 
crinkled smile of a red-turbaned old man, 
friendly hands stretched out to be shaken 
with constant cries of ‘namaste’, the soft 
plod of camel pad on sand: these are the 
gentle memories of Rajasthan.

Jenelle Brangwin

Grinding wheat

What exciting places have you visited 
lately?  
We would love to hear about your tales of 
adventure and travel. 
Send your submission to us at the Voice, 
thevoice@kangaroovalley.nsw.au  
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YOGA IN THE VALLEY
ROSE ANDREWS
Certified Iyengar Yoga Teacher

Over 24 years practicing and more than 12 years teaching experience
  
 • Become fit and flexible
 • Increase strength and mobility
 • Anti-aging
 • Improve your overall health; emotional and physical 

Classes available Tuesday 6pm and Thursday 9am and 6pm 

P: (02) 4465 1364 | E: bowralyoga@gmail.com |  
FB: Bowral & Kangaroo Valley Yoga 

Why Rugby players should 
do Yoga
Yoga and Sport Part 1
Did you know that many top athletes 
practise yoga? Why do they this? 
Because yoga protects the body 
from injury, increases flexibility and 
endurance and develops mental focus. 
For years the Canterbury Bankstown footy 
players attended Iyengar Yoga classes 
at the Bondi studio. Twice-weekly yoga 
helped All Blacks player Beauden Barrett 
to keep a calm head during a game 
and to recover quickly afterwards. The 
result - gaining that coveted All Blacks 
No.10 jersey. “I’m quite a stiff bloke so 
extra yoga sessions here and there have 
certainly helped. It’s more a recovery 
thing ... it’s great for the mind as well as 
the body, getting that right balance. I’ve 
seen great benefits from it.” Ma’a Nonu, 
the  powerhouse All Blacks five-eighth, 
also swears by yoga as an essential part of 
post-game recovery. Nonu has been with 
the All Blacks over the past six seasons.  
In a sport where players are always 
crashing into and pounding each other, 

it’s remarkable how injury-free and 
consistent he’s been.  
“The key is recovery physically….I do  
yoga – that helps”. In fact, the entire 
All Blacks team practises yoga as part of 
their regular training program.

US Women’s Rugby legend Phaidra 
Knight came out of retirement for a 
chance to compete in the Women’s 
Rugby Competition last year at the Rio 
Olympics. Now in her 40s, she too credits 
yoga with keeping her in the game. In a 
2015 interview she said “I do some form 
of yoga every day. Stretching is one of 
the most important components of my 
recovery [athlete-speak for healing from 
high-intensity training], and it’s a big part 
of my training at this stage in my career. 
As athletes get older, our bodies require 
more recovery and less intensity, as we’re 
already programmed to withstand the 
intensity. A game like rugby, which is so 
elegantly violent, definitely needs to 
balance with the likes of yoga.”

The English Premier League recognises 
just how good yoga is for their players. 
Manchester United, Arsenal and 
Tottenham Hotspurs are just a few of the 
clubs that include yoga. Both legendary 
Arsenal player, Jens Lehmann, and All Blacks doing yoga

US rugby player, Phaidra Knight 

BKS Iyengar teaching yoga twists to  cricketer, 
Justin Langer

Manchester United’s Ryan Giggs credit 
yoga as one of the main reasons they 
were able to still play professionally past 
40 and, in Gigg’s case, still score goals. 

Cricketers know the benefit of yoga – 
perhaps because they are always going 
to India! The West Australian cricket 
team does yoga twice weekly. WA coach 
and former Australian Test opener Justin 
Langer has been practising yoga since 
1993. He says yoga teaches you to put 
all your attention and focus on what is 
important. Langer famously stripped 
to his underpants for a transformative 
master-class with Guru BKS Iyengar on the 
Test tour of India in 2004. 

For Langer, the concentration and focus 
gained from yoga is vital for his sport: 
‘’If you are facing a ball at 150km per 
hour, you want to be very present in that 
moment, because otherwise you’re going 
to get hurt or you’re going to get out”, 
Langer says. 

The Australia Research Council has funded 
a project at Macquarie University to see 
whether using yoga techniques in sport 
could improve players’ performances, 
especially in terms of mental skills. 
Highly skilled sportsmen – the researchers 
instance Don Bradman - seem to have all 
the time in the world when they face a 
ball; they react smoothly and unhurriedly. 
This  involves what the researchers call 
‘the subtle application of embodied 
intelligence to reflexes’, where mind and 
body are so integrated that everything 
seems to go into slow motion. As sport 
gets increasingly competitive, as winning 
times become finer and finer, when 
knowledge around physical training 
knowledge seems to have gone as far as 
it can go, the next great discoveries in 
the sports world will be ways to refine 
and improve mental skills. This is why 
yoga has so much to offer in this sphere, 
with its training in focus, concentration, 
detachment and withdrawal.  

You don’t have to be an elite athlete to 
benefit from yoga. The next article will 
look at the injuries and general wear and 
tear that particular sports cause, and the 
way yoga can help to prevent or reduce 
these problems. 
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Sharmans Earthmoving

Geoff Sharman
0409 289 122

Tania Sharman
0409 289 1234465 1177
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Omega 3 fats
by Dr Rosemary Stanton,  
OAM, Nutritionist

When I’m asked what I think about 
‘omega 3’, I’m tempted to ask if they’d 
also like my opinion on ‘vitamin’. I’ve 
even heard people talking about the 
value of ‘omegas’. This month, I thought 
it’s time to discuss fatty acids, even 
though it will involve a bit of chemistry.
Fatty acids
Fats contain fatty acids and foods 
have literally dozens of different fatty 
acids. These are commonly divided into 
different classes, based on their chemical 
structure as:
• saturated fatty acids
• monounsaturated fatty acids (often  
 called monounsaturates)
• polyunsaturated fatty acids (often  
 called polyunsaturates).
Within each of these classes, different 
fatty acids can have quite distinct effects 
on health. For example, some saturated 
fatty acids raise blood cholesterol levels 
whereas others don’t. There’s also 
evidence that a high intake of some 
polyunsaturated fatty acids can interfere 
with the way the body uses other 
polyunsaturates.
Some simple chemistry
Fatty acids are made up of oxygen and 
hydrogen and chains of carbon atoms, 
ranging from 2 to 26 carbons. Saturated 
fatty acids have the maximum possible 4 
carbons attached to each carbon atom, 
making them ‘saturated’ with hydrogen. 
Unsaturated fatty acids have at least one 
place where hydrogen atoms are missing, 
so that a double bond forms between 
adjacent carbons. Monounsaturates have 
one double bond; polyunsaturates have 
more than one.
The term ‘omega’ denotes the position 
of the first double bond from one end of 
the carbon chain (the methyl end). For 
omega 3 fatty acids, the first double bond 
is on the 3rd carbon from the end of the 
chain. For omega 6 fatty acids, the first 
double bond is on the 6th carbon. Both 
omega 3 and omega 6 fatty acids are 
polyunsaturated, which means they also 
have other double bonds.
The most common monounsaturated 
fatty acid found in foods is oleic acid. It 
has one double bond on the 9th carbon 
from the methyl end, so it’s sometimes 
referred to as an omega 9 fatty acid. 
(Note that oleic acid isn’t the only omega 
9 fatty acid, but the others are less 
common).
Omega 3s
To get to the main thrust of this article, 
I’ll restrict the discussion to omega 3 
fatty acids. The most common omega 3s 
found in foods are:
• ALA (alpha linolenic acid) – found  
 in plant foods, especially linseeds  
 (also known as flaxseed), mustard  
 seeds, canola, walnuts, chia seeds,  
 soybeans and oats.
• EPA (eicosa-penta-enoic acid) – found  

 mainly in fish, especially fish from cold  
 waters.
• DPA (docosa-penta-enoic acid) – found  
 mainly in salmon, trout, herring,  
 with smaller amounts in grass-fed  
 meats, especially lamb.
• DHA (docosa-hexa-enoic acid) – found  
 mainly in fish and all Australian   
 seafood.
Following digestion in the body, 
ALA (which is found in plants) can 
theoretically be converted to the other 
omega 3 fatty acids mentioned here, 
although the efficiency of the conversions 
vary. The same enzyme needed for the 
initial stage of the conversion is also used 
by the omega 6 polyunsaturated fatty 
acid as they are converted into other 
fatty acids. If you consume too much of 
an omega 6 fatty acid called linoleic acid 
(the predominant fatty acid in safflower, 
sunflower, cottonseed, corn or grapeseed 
oils or margarines made from them), 
very little of the enzyme is left from 
converting ALA to the longer chain EPA 
and DHA.
What omega 3 fatty acids do
Omega 3 fatty acids play many roles in 
the body, but the hype about omega 3 
supplements is often greater than their 
actual effects. Their proven role is in:
• the structure of the brain;
• keeping membranes around cells  
 throughout the body in a healthy  
 condition so they respond to   
 nutrients, hormones, various cell  
 growth factors and the transmission of  
 nerve impulses;
• lowering the risk of blood clots   
 blocking arteries;
• regulating heart rhythm (important in  
 people who have had a heart attack);
• forming hormone-like compounds that  
 have some anti-inflammatory effects.
These important functions are a good 
reason to include food sources of omega 3 
fatty acids.
Consuming 1-2 serves of fish and seafood 
a week is recommended, although there’s 
no advantage in eating more than that. 
Sardines, salmon, trout and herring are 

top sources but all 
Australian seafood is 
a worthwhile source 
of omega 3s.
Those who follow 
a vegan diet don’t 
eat fish. For them, 
seaweed is a 
potential source and 
there’s also evidence 
that those who include a variety of plant 
sources of ALA have adequate blood levels 
of the other omega 3s. This suggests that 
the body can make necessary conversions 
when it needs to.
Conversion of ALA to other omega 3s 
has been shown to occur more readily 
in young healthy women than in other 
adults. It’s possible that this is a clever 
adaptation to ensure women of child-
bearing age have extra amounts of omega 
3s that might be needed if they become 
pregnant.
The hype?
The fish oil supplement market (worth 
$4 billion a year in Australia) is based on 
many assumptions that have not been 
supported by good long-term studies. For 
example, research shows that omega 3s 
are valuable for rheumatoid arthritis, 
but not for the much more common 
osteoarthritis. Studies comparing omega 3 
supplements with a placebo also show no 
value for autism, and negligible beneficial 
effect on cognition or mood in people 
with cognitive impairment or dementia. 
The Heart Foundation has also revised its 
advice and favours eating fish rather than 
supplements of fish oil.
It is especially worrying too that tests of 
fish oil supplements show that many of 
them are rancid. Rancid fats can damage 
tissues. Better to go with foods – your 
nose will warn you if fish is rancid. And 
always sniff canola oil – any fishy smell is 
a warning not to consume it. As usual, the 
best bet for oil is to stick with extra virgin 
olive oil. Like all oils, the fresher it is the 
better – which means local, or at least 
Australian.
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The World Health Organisation (WHO) 
Charter for Health Promotion in a 
Globalised World  states “Health 
promotion is the process of enabling 
people to increase control over their 
health and its determinants, and 
thereby improve their health.”
Health promotion clearly has benefits 
for the individual, but it moves beyond a 
focus on individual behaviour towards a 
wide range of social and environmental 
interventions. Health promotion, disease 
prevention and public health initiatives 
are very much inter-related.

One of the most successful health 
promotion campaigns in Australia was 
launched in the 1980s.

Sid the Seagull liberally applied some 
sunscreen and danced into our homes 
on television. This campaign has played 
a major role in the dramatic shift in sun 
protection attitudes and behaviour over 

the last 35 years and has been copied 
around the world.

The antibiotic stewardship campaign 
now running is an example of what is 
good for the individual is good for the 
community. This campaign in Australia, 
drawing attention to antibiotic resistance, 
has resulted in an overall reduction 
in antibiotic use of between 22% and 
36%. More than 24 million antibiotic 
prescriptions are dispensed each year 
in this country, which is still well above 
OECD per capita average. There is still 
more work to do in educating people 
about how and when to use or not 
use antibiotics. Infections caused by 
antibiotic-resistant bacteria may cause 
severe illness, increased mortality rates, 
an increased risk of complications and 
admission to hospital.

Vaccination is arguably the greatest 
public health strategy; probably only 
rivalled by access to clean water, good 
nutrition, the introduction of sanitation 
and hygiene procedures.

Popular science usually credits Royal Navy 
surgeon, James Lind, with conducting the 
first clinical trial in 1747, when he showed 

that diet had a role in saving sailors from 
scurvy. He was uncertain of the benefits 
of lemons and limes and the significance 
went unnoticed for decades.

220 years ago in Gloucestershire, UK an 
English scientist and physician Edward 
Jenner conducted an experiment that 
can truly be said to be the start of 
evidence-based therapy. He infected his 
gardener’s son James Phipps with fluid 
from a cowpox pustule on the hand of an 
infected milkmaid Sarah Nelmes. Cowpox 
is caught from cows. It was previously 
known that milkmaids who had contracted 
cowpox (a disease similar to smallpox 
but much less virulent) were generally 
immune to smallpox. Young James had 
a fever and felt unwell showing he had 
contracted cowpox. Jenner subsequently 
inoculated James with smallpox more 
than 20 times without him succumbing to 
the disease. So begins vaccination. (Vacca 
is the Latin word for cow).

By the early 1800s vaccination was widely 
promoted throughout Europe to combat 
smallpox, which was killing around 
400,000 people each year. It is estimated 
that smallpox caused the deaths of 300-
500 million people worldwide before WHO 
officially announced its eradication in 
1980.

Promotion of vaccination is the 
responsibility of doctors, pharmacists and 
the Australian Government.

Influenza vaccine has been made available 
and accessible to all patients who need it. 
Childhood vaccination information that is 
objective and evidence-based is available 
on the internet -  www.immunise.health.
gov.au - or ask your pharmacist or doctor 
for advice.

Unfortunately there seems to be 
increasing noise from conspiracy theorists 
and misguided and misinformed anti-
vaccine campaigners shouting down the 
benefits of the childhood immunisation 
program.

In my lifetime I have seen the benefits 
of childhood vaccination. Vaccines can 
prevent hearing loss and other more 
serious illnesses caused by infections, 
loss of a parent or child from a tetanus 
infection, male sterility from mumps 
and loss of life from whooping cough and 
meningitis. There are lots more examples 
that you all would be aware of in your 
own circle.

There are some children who cannot use 
vaccines for medical reasons. The wonder 
of vaccination is that if most of the 
population is vaccinated then the virus or 
bacteria does not spread and the disease 
cannot take hold.

To go back to where I started with the 
WHO Charter, we can all enable people 
to increase control of their health and 
improve their health and the health of 
those around them.

151 Moss Vale Road Kangaroo Valley • 4465 1512
... in the centre of town, opposite the Post Office

Your one-stop-shop for all your everyday and weekend needs

Open 7 days a week • 7am - 5pm
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Kangaroo Valley Rural  
 

Pty. Ltd.  

Adrian: 0417 677 518 - Email: adrianhindman@bigpond.com 
* For all your earthmoving and rural contracting needs 

* Fully trained, reliable, competent operators 
	

* Footings, house sites, driveways, dams, retaining walls, arenas                  
* Supply/delivery of road base, sand, top soil, landscaping rock 

* 5.5 tonne & 22 tonne excavators, 12 tonne tipper & trailer 
* Track bobcat, auger                   

* Cattle yards 
* Rural fencing 

* 4WD tractor with GPS 
* Boom spraying 
* Slashing, mulching 
* Fertilizer spreading 
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The guest speaker for the March 
luncheon was Beckey Garrett from 
the Shoalhaven Women’s Refuge, run 
by SAHSSI (Supported Accommodation 
& Homelessness Services Shoalhaven 
Illawarra), where she is employed as 
an outreach worker, that is, someone 
who tries to find more permanent 
accommodation for women and children 
from refuges or elsewhere in the 
community who are suffering from 
domestic violence or homelessness for 
any reason.
Although she has only lived in Australia 
for three years, Becky, from Yorkshire, 
has worked in this field all her life.

Homelessness has reached crisis point in 
Nowra, with many women and children 
sleeping out under bridges, in cars or 
in the bush. It has now reached a stage 
where Becky needs to advise women 
how to keep safe when sleeping in a 
car! There are two refuges in the town, 
one for emergency accommodation 
on a short-term basis, and another 

that can accommodate 20 clients at a 
time, providing good quality, private 
accommodation for families. They are 
always full. Clients here have dedicated 
case managers, a safe roof over their 
heads, access to computers, help with 
homework for their children and links 
to other services that can help them. 
Most of the women are fleeing domestic 
violence; many are victims of drug use, 
either perpetrated by themselves or 
their partners. They don’t tend to see 
the refuge workers as being people in 
authority, such as the police or DOCS 
workers, so will often talk of their 
problems for the first time.

Outreach workers like Becky try to help 
these women move on with their lives, 
by advocating for them, setting up links 
with Centrelink and other services, 
finding houses for them and even teaching 
them how to fill in forms. When rental 
accommodation is found, these women 
generally have little money for furnishing 
or buying basic utensils, so SAHSSI always 
welcomes the donation of any unwanted 
household items.

SAHSSI was formed in 2014, when the 
Wollongong and Warilla refuges merged, 
and they now operate from Helensburgh 
to Durras. 90% of their clients come from 
a trauma background, so it can be very 
harrowing for staff. Becky provided a 
caring and compassionate insight into 

the working of these centres, and we all 
applauded the dedication she has shown. 
Thank you, Becky, for an inspiring talk.

Our guest speaker next month will be 
John Ives from Heron Australia, who 
piloted the last flight by a four-engine 
airliner from England to Australia. 
Partners are invited to this meeting. 
Because of Easter, the meeting will be 
held on the first Friday of the month, 
7th April. As usual it will commence at 
11.30am for 12 noon.

Don’t forget to let Sue Pfafflin know 
by lunchtime on the Monday before 
the meeting if you will be unable to 
attend, on 44651136, or by email at 
suebarrypfaf@bigpond.com.

Everyone is welcome at VIEW. To find out 
more please contact me on 4465 1955.

      
   Jenelle Brangwin

Triva Questions: 
(with thanks to Michael Wolstenholme)

1. What is the only type of bird that  
 can fly backwards?
2.  Which actor was the inspiration for  
 Bugs Bunny?
3.  What is a a baby echidna called?
4.  Which sportsman said to himself,  
 “My greatest strength is that I   
 have no weakness”

answers on page 38
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The exploration of Jupiter 
and its moons
The story of mankind’s exploration of 
Jupiter dates back to Galileo’s first 
observations through a telescope in 
January 1610. It became evident to 
him that Jupiter had its own satellites 
and he correctly surmised that, along 
with our own Moon-Earth system, this 
was a repeating pattern and mankind 
could not hold onto its place in the 
centre of the Universe. The evidence 
supporting Copernicus was too strong, 
and gradually the heliocentric (Sun-
centred) system quietly took over with 
pure scientists.

Jupiter and three moons

To more modern times. Amazingly, within 
four years of Man walking on the Moon, 
the Pioneer missions of the early 1970s 
took flight for the outer planets. The 
Russians had already made it to Venus a 
number of times, and had even landed 
on the surface. Nobody bothered to go to 
Mercury until the 1973 launch of Mariner 
10, and then once again with Messenger 
in the early 2000s, and Mercury remains 
the least explored planet to-date. 

But outer space was calling us. The 
United States had been launching the 
Pioneer missions into solar orbit from 
the mid 1960s onwards, learning much 
about power supplies, computers, spin-
stabilising, gravitational acceleration, 
mid-space trajectory adjustments and 
communications with spacecraft.

We have always wondered if we are 
alone, and much of our exploration 
of Mars, especially, has been aimed 
at finding out if water, and possibly 
life in some form, may exist there. In 
preparation for a manned mission to 
Mars there are people already living in 
experimental “Mars-like” conditions in 
special projects on Earth. We have even 
flown by the furthest outlier as we once 
knew it, Pluto.

In 1973 Pioneer 10 and Pioneer 11 headed 
out toward the gas giant planets. Pioneer 
10 did a fly-by of Jupiter in 1973, and 
was followed on a different trajectory 

by Pioneer 11 in 1974. Five years later 
Pioneer 11 reached Saturn. NASA took 
advantage of a rare alignment of the 
outer planets in 1979, launching Voyager 
1 and Voyager 2 in quick succession

Interestingly, the launch window of 
Voyager 1 was missed for a few reasons 
and Voyager 2, having launched on time, 
actually headed off first. Voyager 1 was 
on a different ultimate trajectory, and 
arrived at Jupiter first in 1979 and then 
Saturn a year later. Voyager 2 kept a 
little distance between itself and Jupiter, 
and upon arrival at Saturn was able to 
slingshot toward Uranus and Neptune. 

Both have now left our solar system 
entirely. 

Since 1995 we have explored and flown 
by Jupiter with Galileo, Ulysses, Cassini 
and New Horizons. To enumerate all 
the discoveries man has made in these 
decades would take acres of print, but 
the point is that we are still using these 
scientific missions to determine our place 
in the Universe. 

The knowledge we have gained about 
Jupiter’s moons has become especially 
relevant as researchers find evidence for 
hundreds of extra solar planets - planets 
that will likely have similar structures, 
chemical compositions and atmospheres 
of one type or another. The more we 
know about all the possible permutations 
of planetary formation and evolution, the 

 
 

PUBLIC NOTICE 
 
The National Parks and Wildlife Service (within the Office of 
Environment and Heritage) are conducting a 1080 fox baiting 
program in the Kangaroo Valley,  Budgong and Illaroo areas for 
the protection of the Endangered Brush-tailed Rock-wallaby. The 
baiting is conducted on various private properties, Council 
Reserves, NPWS estate, WaterNSW estate and vacant Crown 
land.  In addition, in response to increased wild dog activity 1080 
wild dog baiting is also being undertaken within NPWS estate.   
 
All bait stations in this program are permanently baited 
throughout the year. This baiting will be conducting using both 
1080 buried baits and 1080 (above ground) ejector devices at the 
bait station locations. Do not touch any bait or ejector devices.  
All properties being baited are sign posted with the baiting dates 
and an indication of which baiting methods are being used on 
each property.  Dog owners are reminded to ensure their dogs do 
not wander as dogs are highly susceptible to 1080 poisoning.  A 
map indicating the approximate location of each bait station 
is being hosted on the Friends of the Brush-tailed Rock-
wallaby website at www.rockwallaby.org.au 
 
For any further information please contact Melinda Norton, 
or Juliet Dingle at the NPWS Highlands Area Office, Fitzroy 
Falls on (02) 4887 8244. 
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greater will be our understanding of the 
Universe at large. 

In recent years Jupiter’s four largest 
moons, Ganymede, Callisto, Europa and 
Io, have divulged evidence of volcanoes 
and sub-surface oceans. Liquid water and 
heat in some form can indicate that there 
may be conditions conducive to life. Man 
will travel there again in 2022 with the 
JUNO mission and then in 2027 with the 
beautifully named JUICE (Jupiter Icy Moon 
Explorer). These missions are specifically 
designed to explore and analyse these 
worlds, and with some justification. 

Ganymede, the largest moon in the Solar 
System, is actually larger than the planet 
Mercury and Callisto, the next, only 8% 

Ganymede larger than Neptune and Pluto

smaller than Mercury. If they weren’t 
in the thrall of this largest planet, they 
could be planets in their own right. All 
four moons show huge variation in surface 
features, as well as radar evidence of 
different internal structures. Io, the 
innermost moon, is pushed and pulled 
by Jupiter’s massive gravity, and due to 
this is the most active volcanic world in 
our solar system. Its surface is a sickly 
sulphurous yellow, dotted with many 
active volcanoes, activity that has been 
imaged by our exploration spacecraft.

Lo, the volcanic moon

Amongst the others, Europa displays radar 
evidence of a liquid water ocean under 
its rocky exterior, an ocean up to 100km 

deep. This small world lies deep inside 
Jupiter’s massive magnetic field, and its 
exploration will be carried out in a series 
of long-range swooping manoeuvres that 
are designed to protect the instruments 
on board from damage.

Much of our knowledge of the Universe at 
large remains speculative until we gain 
first-hand proof that rules of planetary 
formation are consistent. We have an 
enormous knowledge of our own Earth, 
Venus and Mars. Jupiter and Saturn have 
been enthralling us for two decades. It 
is not just beautiful imagery that returns 
from our explorers, but answers to many 
questions and an increasing scope for 
many more questions. It seems impossible 
that we are alone in this vast Universe.

Clear Skies.

Triva Questions: 
(with thanks to Michael Wolstenholme)

5. Excluding Tasmania and the mainland 
 of course, which is Australia’s   
 largest island?

6. Who was the youngest ever U.S   
 President?

7. What did George Crum invent in   
 1853?

8. Who wrote the play, Rosencrantz and  
 Guildenstern are dead?

answers on page 38
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Last month I titled this as hot, hot, hot 
and this month it probably should be 
wet, wet, wet, with falls of 300-400mm 
reported in areas, creating some 
localised flooding.
February-March call-outs
Just the one call-out to report this 
month, which was a tree down over 
Bendeela Road.

This was actually dealt with by brigade 
members in private vehicles, using a 
chainsaw as this was blocking the road 
and prevented getting access down to the 
station.

Two members of the brigade, Pete Wilson 
and Dusty Smart, were also deployed as 
part of several combined remote area 
fire teams based in Gloucester on the 
NSW North Coast for five days. This was 
to tackle a large number of fires burning 
in the Barrington Tops area caused 
by lightning strikes in very remote, 
steep country largely inaccessible by 
road. This was all helicopter-based 
firefighting, which meant that we either 

Pete and Dusty looking tired and dirty

End of a very long day waiting for a lift out Our ride into a remote pad
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landed on helicopter pads cut on top of 
mountains or winched directly into the 
fireground. The longest winch we did 
was approximately 60m out of a creek 
bed. The fires were tackled using hand 
tools and chainsaws, and also directing 
targeted helicopter water-bombing to put 
out burning trees and logs to prevent the 
fire escaping again.

Remote area fire fighting is largely carried 
out on smaller fires before they grow in 
size or to contain the burnt edge of larger 
fires burning in remote areas.

Fire permits
The requirement for a fire permit will 
finish at the end of March. However, even 
once the bush fire danger period has fin-
ished, you are still required to provide 24 
hours’ notice to any adjoining neighbours 
and also to the RFS Shoalhaven Fire 
Control centre prior to burning off.

Guide to action
As one season finishes another starts; 
so before you think about lighting your 
winter fires ensure that your chimney is 
clean and fireplace and surrounds are 
ready for action.

Last winter we had three separate 
incidents involving chimney fires, largely 
due to poor design and maintenance 
issues. Luckily, through quick actions 
and fire brigade response, there was no 
extensive damage to property or loss of 
life ,but we would all rather see that 
these incidents don’t occur as they are 
largely preventable.

What is an asset protection zone?
With recent losses of houses fresh in 
people’s minds, now is a good time to 
start thinking about your own property 
and what you can do to reduce the risk.

An Asset Protection Zone (APZ) is a fuel 
reduced area surrounding a built asset or 
structure. This can include any residential 
building or major building such as farm 
and machinery sheds

An APZ provides:

• a buffer zone between a bush fire  
 hazard and an asset;

• an area of reduced bush fire fuel that  
 allows suppression of fire;

• an area from which backburning may  
 be conducted; and

• an area which allows emergency  
 services access and provides a   
 relatively safe area for firefighters and  
 home owners to defend their property.

Potential bush fire fuels should be 
minimised within an APZ. This is so that 
the vegetation within the planned zone 
does not provide a path for the transfer of 
fire to the asset, either from the ground 
level or through the tree canopy.

An APZ, if designed correctly and 
maintained regularly, will reduce the risk 

of:

• direct flame contact on the asset;

• damage to the built asset from intense  
 radiant heat; and

• ember attack on the asset.

More details can be found on the RFS 
website, or call down to the fire station 
for a chat.

Training and operations
We have three younger members 
currently working on getting their basic 
firefighter training, and now just require 
some dry weather to complete their 
practical examination with a live fire 
exercise

Four members will be taking part in 
tree felling and also fire line tree felling 
exercises this month to increase our skill 
level for the brigade in this area.

We are planning to run a new basic fire 
fighter course condensed into a weekend 
on Saturday 1st and Sunday 2nd April 
- 9am start at the fire station. This is 
aimed to suit those people whom the 
Wednesday nights may not suit. It will be 
a great opportunity to learn some new 
skills and become a valued member of 
the RFS and be able to contribute back 
to the com-munity. If you are interested, 

please contact Neil Breeze on 0439 065 
128 for further details and we can arrange 
training material etc.

News
The brigade has been making use 
of donated money to increase our 
intelligence available in the trucks (not of 
the fire-fighters) and to our firefighters in 
the field with the purchase of three iPads 
to be installed in the three valley trucks. 
This is a major investment but a step 
forward to keep up-to-date with ongoing 
technology, and will also help to improve 
our ef-fectiveness and firefighter safety. 
These will be loaded with mapping, and 
be able to download incident action plans 
and provide photos and live fire updates 
back to the fire control centre to help 
make real time decisions based on current 
in-formation.

Planning is currently taking place 
between the RFS and Shoalhaven Council 
for an extension to the fire station to add 
an extra bay, as well as showers and toilet 
facilities. This is an ongoing process and 
we hope to have plans for the approval 
process in the next couple of months.

    Dusty Smart

Pete humping gear back uphill

Triva Questions: 
(with thanks to Michael Wolstenholme)

9.  In 1954 Barry Nelson became the  
 first actor to play which character?

10. Who is the only Englishman to   
 have been knighted, canonised and  
 executed?

answers on page 38
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I love travelling. You see and experience 
so many different things. I can 
therefore relate to the grey nomads and 
their desire to see as much of Australia 
as possible. But I do not understand 
those who have a love affair with 
caravans. To me they don’t make sense; 
the sums don’t add up.
Lets take a hypothetical couple, Bruce 
and Sheila, who have both just retired 
and have in the back of their minds some 
words in one of Bob Lind’s songs from the 
sixties - Some may call it wanderlust, 
some may call it crazy, I don’t call it 
anything, I just let it take me. They 
decide to join the swelling number of 
grey nomads on an open-ended caravan 
tour anti-clockwise around Australia and, 
like Bob Lind, going where whim takes 
them. 
A reasonable second-hand caravan costs 
about $50,000. But Bruce and Sheila want 
something a bit more luxurious, as it was 
going to be their home for significant 
periods of time, and they like the idea of 
having one in which no-one had previously 
occupied. So they opt for a new one with 
a double bed, washing machine, toilet 
and shower for just under $80,000. 
You need a pretty powerful vehicle to 
tow a caravan like this. So Bruce and 
Sheila decide to trade in their Camry for 
a late model Nissan Patrol. With a $5,000 
trade in, they‘re up for $40,000 for the 
vehicle. So before this couple can join 
the caravanning grey nomads they have to 
outlay $120,000. And that doesn’t allow 
for all the accoutrements they need for 
their trip of a lifetime.

Caravans

Having celebrated Christmas with their 
family, they set off from Sydney the day 
before New Years Eve. They decide to 
start their venture by going down the 
Princes Highway and spend their first 
night in Kangaroo Valley. They’ve been 
there before, and it’s little more than two 
hours before they’re happily wandering 
through the village. 
They had thought that they would 
miss the worst of the holiday traffic by 
avoiding setting out on a major holiday. 
They were unaware how busy the Highway 
is at any time from Christmas to Australia 
Day, and how extensive and disruptive 
the Berry Bypass roadworks were. Nor 
had they much experience in towing 
anything, let alone something as large 
as their caravan. So it was closer to four 
hours before they reach  Berry. Hot, tired 
and frustrated they need a break. But not 
knowing Berry particularly well they’ve 
no idea where they can easily park their 
rig for the half-hour break they want. 
Eventually they park near the showground 
and walk back to the shopping centre to 

treat themselves to a very welcome cool 
drink.
Refreshed, they return to their vehicle 
and eventually manage to get back onto 
the Highway, when a generous driver 
motions them to enter the traffic stream 
in front of him. On turning right into 
Kangaroo Valley Road, about the first 
thing they see is the sign stating the road 
is unsuitable for caravans. Sheila isn’t 
very practised in reversing while towing 
something, and Bruce has no idea at all. 
That, combined with all the roadworks, 
makes it almost impossible to turn 
around, and they hold up the traffic for 
15 minutes while Sheila performs a multi-
point turn. The tension in the vehicle 
increases even more when they try 
turning back onto the Highway across the 
north-bound traffic into the never-ending 
flow streaming south. Finally a break 
in the traffic materialises and they’re 
back on the Highway on their way to the 
Bomaderry roundabout, over Cambewarra 
Mountain and down into the Valley. Six 
hours after leaving home Glenmack 
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Caravan Park is a most welcome sight! 
They decide to spend a couple of days 
there while they de-stress and do a bit of 
a reality check. They now appreciate that 
they must plan their movements far more 
carefully than they’d thought. There’s 
more to wanderlust than just letting it 
take you.
Not only do they realise they’re pretty 
much restricted to sealed roads, but even 
some of them (like Kangaroo Valley Road) 
are unsuitable for towing their caravan. 
In NSW about the only place west of a line 
from Wentworth, Cobar and Bourke they 
can go is Broken Hill. In South Australia, 
they’re virtually restricted to the Stuart 
Highway anywhere north of the Goyder 
Line. In Western Australia there are very 
few accessible places in the Gascoyne, 
Pilbara or Kimberley. In the Northern 
Territory there’s hardly any sealed road 
other than the Stuart Highway, and the 
roads to Mt Isa, Kununurra and Kakadu. In 
Queensland they cannot get much north 
of Cairns, nor farther west than a line 
through Winton, Longreach, Blackall, 
Charleville and Cunamulla. 
Somewhat chastened and a little less 
dewy-eyed, they decide to stick with 
their dream, but with a much more 
detailed plan. They continue through 
Gippsland, along the Great Ocean Road, 
across the Nullabor, ending up in Perth for 
Anzac Day. They then spend the winter 
months travelling north and complete the 
circumnavigation in September. 
They have a great time seeing some 
amazing sights and meeting some 
wonderful people. They hear about 
“must see” spots, but unfortunately, 
because the roads were unsuitable for 
their caravan, they aren’t able to visit a 
couple. For example they can’t transit 
the Kimberley’s Gibb River Road, and 
the road into the Bungle Bungles is such 
that they have to unhitch the caravan 
about 40km away and proceed without it. 
It’s a four hour round trip, which leaves 
very little time to actually explore these 
amazing geophysical formations before 
they have to return to the caravan.
The further they go, the more 
comfortable they become with towing 
the caravan. They find the facilities 
in caravan parks are excellent for the 
most part, and they wonder why they’d 
invested in some of the caravan’s mod 
cons. The washing machine and sink are 
totally unnecessary, and most nights 
they use the site’s BBQ while they enjoy 
the company of kindred spirits. That 
means they don’t fill the caravan with 
lingering cooking aromas – especially 
when it’s Bruce’s turn to cook. They do, 
however, appreciate the privacy of their 
own bathroom and toilet, although Bruce 
sometimes wonders whether it wouldn’t 
be better to use the camp’s facilities so 
he didn’t have to do the cleaning and 
routine maintenance that goes with the 
system. 

Viewpoints is offered anonymously so 
that any questions and opinions you 
may have whilst reading the article are 
unbiased and of your own beliefs.  
We value individual opinion and if you 
have something to say, we would love 
to hear your Viewpoint.

Bruce and Sheila have a number of 
setbacks as well. The caravan awning 
was ripped to shreds in Geraldton when 
the sea breeze (gale) got up while they 
were absent sightseeing. The caravan’s 
air-conditioning played up throughout 
the trip. It had no hope of coping with 
the Australian tropics. To make matters 
worse, the double bed was only 130cm 
wide, which made things far too cosy 
in the tropics, especially as they were 
used to sharing a king-sized bed at home. 
They also lost a windscreen near Fitzroy 
Crossing. 
I do not understand why Bruce and Sheila 
didn’t just purchase the Nissan and take 
off in that. Let’s say they were away for 
280 days and stayed in three-star hotels, 
or even caravan park cabins for most 
nights. Let’s allow an average of $150 per 
night for accommodation. That comes to 
a total of $42,000, about half the price of 
the caravan. And that doesn’t take into 
account caravan park fees. In addition, 
fuel consumption would be significantly 
less, and you have far more flexibility 

in where you can actually travel. For 
example, they could have ventured along 
the Gibb River Road. 
They did love their time on the road and 
start planning a second trip, but quickly 
recognise that the only major route 
they hadn’t traversed was the Stuart 
Highway. Sure, there were many places 
they hadn’t managed to see on their 
circumnavigation, but they would have to 
retrace much of their previous journey to 
get to anywhere new. 
If I were Bruce, I would far prefer 
to invest the $40,000 saved by not 
purchasing a caravan in a couple of 
luxurious trips overseas. 
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Things to do before you die
Like organising any event, there are a lot 
of decisions to be made and details to 
consider when planning a funeral. 

By planning your own funeral, you can 
make your preferences known and even 
plan all of the details in advance. This 
way you know that you will have the 
send-off you want and the decisions will 
be made for those who will put your plans 
in place. 

There are two main aspects think about 
when planning your funeral. This article 
will look at the practicalities of planning 
your funeral. 

Do you want a funeral service at all? If 
not, then a funeral director can make 
arrangements for this to happen. But 
you will need to consider a few of the 
following issues regardless. 

Do you have a pre-paid funeral plan: what 
is included and what is excluded? Will 
there be any additional costs and how will 
this be paid? If you don’t have a pre-paid 
plan, do you have funds set aside for your 
funeral? Are the details included in your 
Key Documents? 

Do you have a preferred funeral 
director or funeral home: this is the 
person or organisation that will ensure 
arrangements are made and that many 
practical issues, such as casket choice and 
service details, are addressed. 

Do you prefer to be buried or cremated? 
If you are to be buried, do you have a 
plot already booked and are the details 
included in your Key Documents? If you 
don’t have a plot pre-booked, do you 
have a preference for which cemetery 
should be used? If you prefer cremation, 
what would you like to happen with your 
ashes? If you don’t want your ashes kept 
by someone or scattered in a special 
location, you are able to have the ashes 
interred in a cemetery – this is similar 
to a burial where a ‘plot’ is booked or 
allocated. 

What type of service will you have: If 
you would like a religious service, do 
you have a preferred church or place for 
the service to be held and a preferred 
minister, pastor, priest or religious leader 
to lead the service? If you are having a 
civil service, do you have a preference for 
a funeral celebrant? If not, the funeral 
director can make recommendations on 
an appropriate person to lead the service. 

Will the service be private or not: who 
would you like to be advised of the 
service details and who will advise them? 

Do you want a viewing before the service: 
who is to be advised of this? The funeral 
director will be able to coordinate and 
provide advice on this. 

Do you want to wear a specific outfit: 

what specific clothes are they, including 
shoes and accessories, and does someone 
know where this outfit is? 

Would you prefer donations in lieu of 
flowers? Do you have a specific cause or 
organisation that the donations will go 
to? Details can be included in the funeral 
notice. 

Will there be a death and/or funeral 
notice published? In which publications? 
Do you need these published interstate or 
overseas as well? 

Is there to be a wake after the service? 
What type of wake will it be? Where will 
it be held? Will it be catered? Will it be 
formal or more casual and intimate? Who 
will need to be invited or included? 

If you are having a private or no official 
funeral service, will there be a memorial 
service: where will it be held? Is the 
timing for this service something to be 
considered? Who will lead the service? 
What elements need to be considered for 
inclusion at the memorial service? (The 
next article in this series may also assist 
with this.)

In our next article, we will look at 
planning the specific details of your 
service, such as music, photos and who 
will be speaking, as well as what a 
standard service might look like.

      
“Advice from the voice of experience”
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Community 
information 
directory

24 HOUR CRISIS SERVICES

Police, Ambulance, Fire Brigade     000
To call emergency services from a mobile 
phone with no network  112
Lifeline 13 11 44
Salvation Army Care Line 1300 363 622
Health Direct Australia 1800 022 222
Mensline Australia 1300 789 978
Rape Crises Centre (NSW) 1800 424 017
Domestic Violence Line (NSW) 1800 666 463
Poisons Information Centre 13 11 26
Telephone Interpreter Service
(for speech/communication impairment)
 1300 555 727
Beyondblue Info line 1300 224 636

COUNSELLING SUPPORT

Suicide Call Back Service 1300 659 467
Salvation Army National
Hope Line 1300 467 354
Sane Australia 1800 187 263
Parentline NSW 1300 130 062
Family Relationships  
Advice Line 1800 050 321
Relationships Australia 1300 364 277
Dads in Distress 1300 853 437
Grief Support Line 02 9489 6644
Compassionate Friends
(Bereaved Parents and
Suicide Survivors) 1800 671 621
National Association for
Loss and Grief 02 6882 9222
Mental Health
Information Service 1300 794 991
Association of Friends and Relatives
of the Mentally Ill (ARAFMI) 1800 655 198
Credit and Debt Hotline 1800 808 488
Gay and Lesbian
Counselling Service 1800 184 527
Carers NSW 1800 242 636
NSW Rural Mental Health
Support Line  1800 201 123
Veterans and Veterans Family
Counselling Service  1800 011 046

CENTRELINK 13 10 21

Editor’s note
This list was compiled as part of the work 
undertaken by the Seniors Support group in 
the valley. 
The Voice supports the group’s activities and 
initiatives and reprints the information as 
part of our community service ethic.

Housing choices
This is the third in a series of articles 
summarising each of the ‘priority 
areas’ in the NSW Government’s Ageing 
Strategy.
“Older people know that one of the 
most important ways to ensure their 
quality of life as they age is access 
to housing that is affordable and 
appropriate to their physical needs, 
and allows them to stay connected to 
their community. In NSW, as elsewhere, 
older people increasingly prefer to ‘age 
in place’ and grow older in their own 
communities – close to friends, family 
and services. But they may require 
support to stay in or find a suitable 
home.” 
The World Health Organisation’s World 
Report on Ageing and Health 2015 
describes ageing in place as: 
‘A common preference among older 
people for remaining in their local 
community and maintaining their social 
networks throughout the ageing process. 
There are many ways for older people to 
age in place. Sometimes it means staying 
in place: that is, continuing to live in the 
same home. For others, it means moving 
to a home that is safer or more adapted 
to their needs while maintaining vital 
connections with their community, friends 
and family. In all cases the focus should 
be on the older person ageing in a place 
that is right for them.’ 
Feedback from older people indicates 
that:
• Some people aged 50 to 60 years are  
 starting to think about their housing  
 as they get older. 
• While many older people want to age  
 in place and stay in their own home  
 for as long as possible, they are less  
 confident they will be able to do so.  
 Older people are worried their homes  
 will not meet their physical and  
 mobility needs. Some make
 compromises on housing type   
 or location when they move due to  
 worsening health and mobility. 
• Current circumstances are not   
 supporting some groups of older  
 people to maintain stable housing.  
 This includes those retiring with  
 housing debt, the growing number of  
 people in low-income rental   
 households who may also have   
 insecure employment, single women  
 and those who are homeless. 
• Renting in older age has several  
 negative impacts on health and   
 quality of life, especially for those  

 with dementia, disability or other  
 health and mobility issues. The often  
 precarious nature of private rental,  
 restrictions on adaption and costs can  
 have negative impacts. Laws   
 protecting people who rent do not  
 specifically consider older renters or  
 issues of age discrimination   
 against older tenants. Older people  
 in private rental can be at higher risk  
 of homelessness. While most people  
 over 60 believe their tenancy is  
 stable, a small but substantial number  
 of renters believe it is not. 
• Some older people are willing and  
 financially able to make housing  
 decisions and changes. Some want  
 and are able to keep living in their  
 family home, while others want to  
 move out of the family home but  
 stay living in the same area. Others  
 want to move out of their current  
 area to somewhere with greater  
 amenity. 
• However, there are often not enough  
 suitably-designed homes for those  
 who want them; and there is not  
 enough financial guidance or support  
 for them to afford changes to housing  
 arrangements. 
• Housing affordability is a growing  
 concern, particularly for older  
 people on lower incomes. People  
 who live in rural areas of NSW feel  
 less confident that they can afford  
 to live in their current home as  
 they get older. Research highlights  
 that there are not enough affordable  
 rental properties in NSW for older  
 people on low or fixed incomes.
The NSW Government is already improving 
housing options through the Aged-Care 
Supported Accommodation Program and 
through Future Directions for Social 
Housing in NSW. 
Over the next four years, the Government 
will focus its efforts on exploring the 
best options to widen the variety of 
affordable, accessible and stable housing 
within the private residential market. 
Under this Strategy, it will work together 
with other levels of government, business 
and the not-for-profit sector to improve 
housing outcomes for older people. It 
will investigate potential changes to NSW 
Government planning and regulatory 
responses to provide more housing choices 
for older people as they age. It will work 
with the private sector to address issues 
around housing supply and design, and to 
improve support for tenants. It will also 
concentrate on people who may need 
further or more targeted support – such as 
those on low incomes and people at risk 
of homelessness. 

Tony Barnett
Chairman

Kangaroo Valley Seniors
Accommodation & Support Committee
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Bowls

Sports Report
Golf Club

The period covered by this report is 
from 19 February to 15 March 2017.
Social Bowls
Due to potential weather conditions, 
Saturday 18th February saw very reduced 
attendance; but before the rain hit Barry 
Dunn, David Lambert and Russell Tulloch 
were able to take victory by two shots 
from Lindsay McNamara, Bob Dunn and 
Terry Hayes. 

Wednesday 22nd February saw a very 
competitive match between Ken Crocker, 
Arch Mackinnon and Peter Webb, who 
had the match in their hand but then let 
Nick Nicholls, Brian Povey and Barry Dunn 
score five shots over the last three ends 
and take the match by one shot. Other 
triples matches of note were Russell 
Tulloch, Phil Chittick and Mark Power, 
who had a four shot victory over Col 
Good, David Badger and Terry Hayes; and 
Mick Vassallo, Ken Stephens and David 
Armstrong went down to Tom Froggatt, 
Rob Folkard and David Lambert, who 
scored ten shots over the last four ends. 

Wednesday 8th March saw some quality 
competitive bowls.Lindsay McNamara and 
Tom Froggatt took their match by one 
shot from the strong opposition of Bob 
Dunn and Peter Webb. David Lambert and 
Terry Hayes proved unbeatable on the day 
against Russell Tulloch and Nick Nicholls. 
The difference in the triples match of the 
day was the consistent bowling by Peter 
Haddon, enabling his team of Barry Dunn 
and Bob Holdaway to outplay Brian Povey, 
Rob Folkard and David Armstrong.

On Saturday 11th March, Barry Dunn lost 
in the cutthroat match by one shot to 

Ben Watson. The pairs match saw Tom 
Froggatt and David Badger in scoring form 
that was far too good for David Armstrong 
and Arch Mackinnon. The triples match 
that was good practice for Grade 2 
Pennant players saw David Lambert, Phil 
Chittick and Peter Delamont take victory 
from Russell Tulloch, Nick Nicholls and 
Terry Hayes. Unfortunately owing to the 
rain no play was possible on 15th March.

Championships
Nathan Bezant represented Berry in the 
South Coast District team in the Patrons 
Shield, played at Lake Conjola on 18th 
and 19th February, and were winners with 
the Far South Coast filling second place. 
Adam Rigney, David Badger and Peter 
Delamont were selected to play in the 
president’s team and were third overall 
with Central South Coast in fourth spot.

About bowls
Lawn bowls is a game/activity that 
can be enjoyed by all ages and by both 
male and female players. The game 
presents an excellent opportunity to 
create a social environment in extremely 
pleasant surroundings and provide an 
opportunity to maintain, among other 
things. one’s strength and balance - which 
is particularly relevant to the older 
members of society. Lawn bowls is a very 
inexpensive sport, and the game structure 
can be made to cater for various wishes of 
participants. At Berry the game is played 
on very well-maintained grass greens and 
social play is structured to cater for all 
ages and bowling abilities. In social play 
it is usual for games to be as either pairs 
or triples, and teams are structured on 
the day to cater for the different levels of 
bowling experience of the participants. If 
necessary, to introduce those interested 
to the game free of charge coaching can 
be provided and the loan of a suitable 
set of bowls can be arranged. Each year 
Club championships are played in single, 
pairs, triples and fours structures and 
adequately cater for all levels of bowling 
skills of the members. The current social 
bowling structure at Berry sees the ladies 
play on a Tuesday at 9am, men on a 
Wednesday at 1pm and mixed play on a 
Thursday at 9am and on a Saturday at 
1pm. Play on a Wednesday and Saturday 
is mufti (casual attire).

For further information regarding play at 
Berry, telephone 0488 729 229. Remember 
to also ring this number by 12 noon on a 
Wednesday or Saturday for a 1pm start if 
you would like to play in a social game of 
bowls. 
Enjoy your bowls, 

The Bias one

At last the weather was cooler, but 
the light showers kept the numbers 
down for the Stableford competition 
on Saturday 18th February. Robert 
Calkhoven won the day with a very 
respectable 37 points. Gordon Thomson 
also managed the conditions well, 
finishing second with 35 points, and 
Mike Oliver was third with 25 points.
It was a lot better turn out, with the help 
of visitors, for the Monthly Medal and 
stroke competition the following week, 
Saturday 25th February. David Golovsky 
had a comfortable win with a net 72. Four 
strokes behind him, in second place, was 
Ron Bower with a net 76, and Gordon 
Thomson’s net 77 earned him third spot. 
A very wet week, leading up to and 
including Saturday 4th March, led to the 
planned Stableford completion being 
cancelled.

The following Saturday, 25th February, 
was a Par comp. The fairways and rough 
were still boggy, so the ‘Plugged Ball Rule 
through the Green’ was implemented and, 
as the bunkers were washed out, they 
were declared GUR. Despite the wetness 
the greens were a lot faster than normal 
and, except for Peter Dumbrell and Mark 
Grant, the rest of us struggled with the 
conditions. Peter had a comfortable win 
with a +2, Mark was second, square with 
the card, and Devraj Mitra, a visitor, was 
placed third, on a countback with a score 
of -3.

Until next time,     
    Seventy Plus 

Good shot Allan so don’t throw it

Teed off and 18 to go

Answers to Triva Questions:
1. Hummingbird
2. Clarke Gable - As Peter Warne in ‘It  
 Happened One Night’ (1934)
3. A Puggle
4. John McInroe
5. Melville Island, NT (5786 square   
 kilometres)
6. Theodore Roosevelt  
 John F. Kennedy is the youngest ever  
 elected president, aged 43. However  
 Theodore Roosevelt is the youngest  
 person to ever become president.  
 He was 42 when he succeeded to the  
 presidency, following the   
 assassination of McKinley  
7. Potato crisps
8. Tom Stoppard
9. James Bond (Casino Royale on the  
 television anthology series Climax!)
10. Sir Thomas More 
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Expanding my travel 
experiences through reading

I love to read books, especially novels, 
from the countries I visit. I find it 
expands my holiday experience and 
gives a much deeper feeling for the 
place, the people, the culture and social 
ways of being. For me, fiction gets to 
the heart of issues, relationships and 
people in a way that non-fiction often 
doesn’t. Fiction captures the essence, 
the meaning of the human condition, 
the truth of how people live their lives. 
When I read stories that resonate, I 
relate to the foreign culture with more 
understanding.
Having said that, as I review my holiday 
reading, I discover some amazing books of 
non-fiction that are powerfully written, 
researched, reach into the lives of people 
involved, and drill down to the essence of 
things.

When planning a holiday, I try to begin 
reading months before I go. Inevitably, 
however, I also purchase books while I am 
away which extend my holiday experience 
when I return. That was particularly the 
case when I visited Scotland in 2012. 
There I discovered the wonders of George 
Mackay Brown, the powerful poet and 
storyteller from Orkney. Among my bring 
home pile were Soil and Soul by Alastair 
McIntosh, about the struggle of indigenous 
people from Scottish Islands to win back 
their land from English landlords, and 
The Island at the Edge of the World: the 
story of St Kilda by Charles Maclean, a 
fascinating story of the indigenous people 
who eventually were forced to abandon 
their home as a result of modern impacts.

Last year we visited India, so I began my 
usual pursuit. I have always loved Indian 
writing and have read the various Man 
Booker Prize Winners such as Salman 
Rushdie (Midnight’s Children), Arundhati 
Roy (The God of Small Things), Aravind 
Adiga (The White Tiger), and Kiran 
Desai (The Inheritance of Loss). I re-
read a couple of these. And, by the way, 
Arundhati Roy is releasing her second 
novel in June 2017, called The Ministry of 
Utmost Happiness.

For a light, revealing and entertaining 
read, Holy Cow by Australian journalist, 
Sarah Macdonald, relates her adventures 
and what we call ‘India moments’ in the 
land of chaos and contradiction.

I discovered William Dalrymple, whose 
non-fiction is thoroughly researched 
and beautifully written. Nine Lives: In 
Search of the Sacred in Modern India is a 
fascinating read about nine people whose 
spiritual practices are at risk of dying out 
in modern India. To my surprise, I found 
myself gripped at the history of the 1857 
mutiny against the British in The Last 
Mughal. I would also like to read White 
Mughals and City of Djinns.

A Fine Balance by Rohinton Mistry 
is a wonderful, page-turning novel 
which reveals the lives of four diverse 
characters. He demonstrates the fragility, 
the fine balance of security, for many 
people in India today. Amitav Ghosh is a 
great storyteller. Possibly his best known 
books are the Ibis trilogy, Sea of Poppies, 
River of Smoke and Flood of Fire, which 
begin around Calcutta and focus on the 
Opium trade wars with China in the mid 
19th century. Shantaram by Gregory David 
Roberts is another riveting story in which 
a convicted Australian bank robber and 
heroin addict who escaped from Pentridge 
Prison flees to India.

The other stand-out novel for me was 
A Matter of Time by Shashi Deshpande, 
and I want to read more of her writing. 
Deshpande writes out of her experience 
as a woman in Indian society, and the 
roles that are forced upon them. One 
of the themes in this novel, where four 
generations of women come to live in 
the family home, is “Life must be lived 
forwards, but it can only be understood 
backwards”.

Sue Williamson

The Monday Book Group

So guess what I did last month... I went 
on my first European adventure. The 
typical thing to do these days is take 
a gap year after you finish school, and 
either spend every last penny you 
have accumulated throughout your 
casual career as a waitress or pharmacy 
attendant, and then country hop your 
way through that next year. You’re 
supposed to find yourself or something 
like that, but you’re also supposed to 
use hostels and risk infectious diseases 
and, look, that’s not the lifestyle I’m 
about. Also I didn’t feel like I needed 
a break from my studies. I was one of 
those few students who actually liked 
school and didn’t want to rip my brains 
out each time I walked into a classroom. 
So I went straight to uni and missed out 
on this once in a lifetime opportunity.
Our family trip was planned around skiing 
in Austria, but those plans fell through 
so we decided to make it a more diverse 
trip and add a couple of other countries, 
ending with skiing in France. So I’m going 
to give you the Sophie guide to cities that 
she went to.
London: Now I’ve been here before and 
successfully jam-packed everything you 
can do into a week. I loved London and 
I can see the appeal for people to move 
there after they finish uni. In my opinion 
it’s a very liveable city, but it is also a 
tourist trap and I can imagine as a local it 
would get very annoying. 7/10.
Venice: So welcome to the most touristy 
place in the world. It reminded me of a 
tourist purgatory. Just some island that 
holds people from other countries. Very 
pretty but there isn’t much to see. The 
appeal is walking around and weaving 
through the alleyways, so in my opinion 
you don’t have to stay there more than 
a couple of days. It was Carnivale when 
we went and that was a sight! Tonnes of 
people dressed up and it was amazing 
to see both tourists and then intense 
costumes roaming the streets. But the 
tourists are too much for anyone. 5/10.
Geneva: This was only a stopover and 
there wasn’t much to see within the city, 
so we did a day trip around Lake Geneva 
and that was amazing. Make sure you 
have a whole day for this, though, so you 
aren’t stuck driving the whole day, and 
you can jump out and explore the super 
cute villages. 8/10.
Chamonix: Now this is what I’ve been 
waiting for! I love skiing and there are 
plenty of resorts around that are easily 
accessible and the snow is amazing. Be 
wary of conditions before your stay. There 
wasn’t great skiing before we arrived, and 
then there was a mass snowfall when we 
got there, so we had to share the slopes 
with the whole continent of Europe, 
which wasn’t much different to skiing in 
the limited space in Australia. But overall 
amazing. 10/10. 

ALL DEADLINES 
ADVERTISING AND COPY

For the ‘VOICE’, 
APRIL 20

Please don’t leave your submission until the 
last minute! Being early is a great help. 

e-mail:  
thevoice@kangaroovalley.nsw.au

0429 594 659
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Paul Macefield
M 0413 443 786  P 02 4868 2007
paul.macefield@harcourts.com.au    

Robert Henderson
M 0407 450 575  P 02 4868 2007
robert.henderson@harcourts.com.au     

378 Argyle Street Moss Vale NSW 2577
 harcourtssouthernhighlands
www.southernhighlands.com.au      
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The Directory

Supporting Local Business

Advertise here!
Advertising in the directory encourages our local community 
to support local businesses and gives you as a business owner 
an opportunity to tell the community what you do and how to 

find you.

Get seen in 2017, advertise local.

Directory rates: $21 per edition (small ad) $42 (large ad)

Email: thevoice@kangaroovalley.nsw.au
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Wrights Farm Machinery Pty Ltd MTA Member  Motor Mechanic Lic#: 106089

Jenanter Drive, Kangaroo Valley  •  0411 619 179

For all mechanical repairs
... your local mechanic 

John Wright
• Authorised Safety Check Station
• Pink Slips
• Eftpos available 

MVRL 53587
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Supporting Local Business

Advertise here!
Advertising in the directory encourages our local community 
to support local businesses and gives you as a business owner 
an opportunity to tell the community what you do and how to 

find you.

Get seen in 2017, advertise local.

Directory rates: $21 per edition (small ad) $42 (large ad)

Email: thevoice@kangaroovalley.nsw.au
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0402 576 859
02 4465 5000

gpjames cleaning@gmail.com

Hair Dresser
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EMERGENCIES 
Police  13 1444 or  4421 9699
Ambulance 000 
Poisons 13 1126
Integral Energy 13 1003 
Lifeline 13 1114
Fire 000
Storm and flood SES 132500 

SCHOOLS and CHURCHES
Preschool  Jacinta Perry 4465 1327
P&C Vicki Barger 
Public School Andrew Smee  
Scots College Mike Pitman 4465 1089
Anglican Church  Andrew Patterson 4465 1585
Sunday School  Jeanette Dumbrell  4465 2708
Catholic Church Parish Office  4423 1712

CHARITIES and SERVICE GROUPS
CMR Institute Joan Bray 4465 1851
Lions Club  Helen Mairinger 0431 355 725
V.I.E.W. Club Jenelle Brangwin 4465 1955
Remexio Partnership  Libby Turnock 4465 1357
Environment Peter Stanton 4465 1688
Wildlife Rescue South Coast  0418 427 214
Wires  4862 1788

AGES and STAGES
Cubs/Scouting Nicholas Carlile 4446 0591
Cuppa and kids   Kate Hole  0432 177 206

SPORTS and EXERCISE
Bushwalking Fran Pritchard  4465 1599
Cricket Club Hugh Sinclair 0435 001 294
Fishing Club Vinnie Winch  4465 1448 
Frisbee Mark McLennan 0439 456 356
Golf Club Gordon Thomson 4465 1958
Hockey Club Sharon Gomez  4465 1580
Pilates Melinda Mangold    0404 483 680     
Pony Club Karen Barker 0407 928 994 
Rowing Club Gerry Garrett  4465 1419
Tennis Club Bruce Rodway  4465 1756
Yoga   Vasudha Rao  4465 1093
Iyengar Yoga Rose Andrews 4465 1364

OTHER ORGANISATIONS
Alcoholics Anonymous Rick  4465 1113
Brogers Creek Landcare Andrew Fitzsimmons  4465 1482
Budgong Community Group Alex Cooke 0418 440526
Chamber Tourism & Commerce Brenda Sambrook   0407 466 890
Historical Society   Garth Chittick  4465 1367 
FIG Community Garden Lyn Rutherford 0414 737 547
FYRE Karen Harrison 4465 1699
KV Arts Festival  Nick Minogue 0414 732 514 
KVCA                                 Wendy Caird 
 kvcollections@bigpond.com 
KV Sustainable
Land Management Group Jan Johnson  4465 1593
KVRFS Captain   Mike Gorman 0447 651 540 
  4465 1540
K. V. Show  Mairi Langton 0412 180 778 
Osborne Park Hall Jacqui. Lenz  4465 1272
Pioneer Museum Tony Barnett 4465 1800
Rock-Wallaby Melinda Norton 4887 8256
Seniors Support  Tony Barnett  4465 1800                                       
Upper River Progress Assn Sarah Butler 4465 1364
 

WEEKLY EVENTS
Mon – Fri Bus Service to Nowra and Highlands 4423 5990
Mon –Tues-Thurs Mass  St. Joseph’s 9 am
Mon 1-3 pm Women’s Bible Study 
 Anglican Hall  4465 1585
Tues 10-12 and 6-8 Iyenga Yoga  4465 1364
Tues Cuppa and kids 
 Sunday School Hall  from 9-30 am
Tues Yoga at KV Hall  9.30-10.45am and 6-7.15pm
 Contact Vasudha  4465 1093
Wed  KVRFS Training at Shed 6pm and meetings 
 1st Monday of each month at 7:30 p.m. 
Wed Mass St Joseph’s 7 am (NB No Mass on Fridays)
Wed  Pioneer Museum Park Conservation Group 
 from 9am finishing about 4pm  
 Contact Werner Bayer  4465-1058 
Wed Kangaroo Valley Poker Group
 The Friendly Inn 7pm
Wed 6-8 pm Iyenga yoga  4465 1364
Wed Drama Classes for teenagers at The KV Hall 
 Wednesdays 5pm-6.30pm. 
 Contact Jillian O’Dowd  0468 309 530
Thurs FIG Community Garden 
 9am-11am 0417 651 174
Thurs Yoga at KV Hall 1.30 - 2.45pm 
 Contact Vasudha  4465 1093
Thurs  1-3 pm Women’s Care and Share - 
 Anglican Hall  4465 1585
Thurs Friendly Inn Garden from 10am-12pm
  0414 737 547
Sat Mass - St. Joseph’s Church, 9 am
Sun Anglican Church  4465 1585  
 8.30am Traditional service 
 10 am Contemporary service and 
 Sunday School    
 Mass - St. Joseph’s Church, 11 am
 

MONTHLY EVENTS
 Mon (1st) KV Rural Fire Service meeting 
 7.30 pm – Fire Shed 
 Contact Mike Gorman     4465 1540,  0447 651 540
Mon (2nd) Environment Group – 6 pm – Rectory Close
 Contact Peter Stanton 4465 1688
Mon (3rd) A and H Meeting – 7.30 pm - K.V. Hall
 Contact Mairi Langton 0412 180 778
 Upper Kangaroo Valley Landcare Working bee. 
 Contact Belinda  0466 065 768
Tues (3rd) Bushwalk 
 Contact Fran Pritchard 4465 1599 
 for confirmation and location of meeting place
Tues (4th) Lions Club Contact Helen Mairinger 0431 355 725
Tues (2nd) Pre School Meeting
Tues (2nd) Trivia at The Friendly Inn 7-30 pm 
 Proceeds to Alzheimer’s Australia  4465 2001 
Tues (2nd)  KV Historical Society 10-30 am to noon  
 Contact Garth Chittick 4465 1367 
Thurs (2nd) P. and C. Meeting – KV  School 
Fri (2nd) View Club General Meeting and Luncheon
 12 pm – locations as advised
Sat (first) FIG Community Garden  
 9am - 12noon 0414 737 547
Sat (last)   Brogers Creek Landcare 
 Contact Andrew or Liz  4465 1482
Sun (2nd)  Kangaroo Valley Farmers Markets
Sun (last) Fishing Club Competition Day
 Contact Harold Sharman    4465 1140
Sun (varies) KV Pony Club (in Osborne Park) 
 contact Victoria Salkeld  4465 2520
 

BI-WEEKLY EVENTS
Wednesdays:   Guided meditation 6-15 pm to 7-45pm 
 (daytime twice monthly and nights once monthly)
 Contact Patsy Robb         4465 1626,  0432 522 030 
Thursday:   (1st and 3rd) Men’s Group - 7.30 pm
 Contact Bob Dunn 4465 1056

What’s coming up

Group secretaries please check and update contact 
details if necessary

e: thevoice@kangaroovalley.nsw.au

Claim the date! 
Let us know what events you have coming up

Email thevoice@kangaroovalley.nsw.au

April 1 - KV Tennis Social Day 2pm-6pm Contact Peter Stanton on 4465 1688 or Andrew Paterson on 4465 1585
April 22 & 23 - Pioneer Days KV Pioneer Museum 10am - 4pm
April 23 1.30pm - WHITELEY (with special guest Wendy Whiteley) at The ARTSLAB Upper River Hall
May 5–7th Highly Strung presented by Arts in the Valley
May 20, 27, 28 - The Way of All Fish - theatre at The ARTSLAB Upper River Hall
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KANGAROO VALLEY
5–7 MAY 2017

An intimate festival  
of music and sculpture 
in Australia’s  
most beautiful valley

Satsuki Odamura’s  
Sydney Koto Quintet

Goldner String Quartet

Highly Strung Harp Quintet

Sculpture in the Valley

6 hausmusik concerts

www.artsinthevalley.net.au/festival
0467 209 819

Alice Giles

Cathie Travers

Annette Tesoriero

Goldner String Quartet

Satsuki Odamura
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